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"Experience indicates that whoever writes a book today will say tomorrow: 

Changing this page would make the book better; inserting 
this section would result in an improvement; moving this 
paragraph would be more effective; and dropping this line 
would enhance the quality of this piece of writing. 

This is an evidence that human beings are not perfect and learning 1s an 
unending process." 

lll 

Al'Imad Al-Asfahani. 

English translation {not literal) 
from the original Arabic saying. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade a significant amount of research has been conducted in 

order to develop optical devices such as switches, and modulators which are im

portant in optical computing and communications. Studying and understanding 

the nonlinear optical properties of materials is an important factor needed in the 

operation of such optical devices. Nonlinear effects such as laser beam reshap

ing, four-wave mixing (FWM), and laser'-induced holographic grating are impor

tant phenomena that have potential roles in optical information processing. 

The main purpose of this work was to study. aJ:?-d understand some of the 

nonlinear properties of CdTe and a variety of Eu3+-doped silicate glasses. 

Studies on CdTe were carried out via the pulse reshaping technique using nano

second laser pulses in the near infrared. CdTe is a potential candidate to be 

used in optical information processes because it has large two-photon absorption 

and electrooptic coefficients, and is transparent in the infrared regime. It also 

has a relatively large nonlinear index of refraction when pumped with radiation 

of energy below that of the band gap (example, 1.064 µrn). The Eu3+-doped 

silicate glasses were investigated by using a cw FWM technique with wave

lengths in the visible regime of the spectra. Doped-glasses are, generally, inter

esting optical materials to study because they can be made easily and inexpen

sively. Moreover, they can be produced with consistent properties and can be 
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fabricated in different shapes. These are some of the reasons that led research

ers to investigate doped glasses as potential optical devices. Laser-induced 

gratings have been studied in different rare earth doped glasses [1-7]. However, 

this is the first time, to our knowledge, that the effect of dual alkaline modifiers 

and the role of their relative concentration on grating formation and the scatter

ing efficiency have been investigated. Samples with single alkaline and dual al

kaline ions behave differently when gratings are formed. 

This work is the result of two main projects. The results of the CdTe 

study will be discussed in chapters II and ill. Chapter IV will deal with the 

FWM results of the Eu3+-doped silicate glasses. In chapter II the results of 

spatial and temporal changes in the laser profiles transmitted from CdTe crys

tals are· presented. Reshaping effects of nanosecond pulses were theoretically 

and experimentally investigated using bulk CdTe. The experiments were per

formed using a 1.064 µm Nd:YAG laser with pulse duration of 10 ns. We ob

served that the laser pulses emerging from the sample experienced temporal 

compression and modulation which were found to be dependent on the input ir

radiance, the distance from the exit surface of the sample, and the cross

sectional area detected. Self-defocusing and the formation of ring structures were 

also observed in the transmitted spatial profile and were found to be dependent 

on the input irradiance and the position of the detector from the sample. In our 

model we assumed that the free carriers generated by the two-photon absorption 

process were responsible for the induced nonlinear change in the index of refrac

tion. As a result, the temporally and radially dependent phase shift encoded to 

the field that emerged from the sample was the cause of the reshaping effect. 

The results of our model, for both the spatial and the temporal profiles, are in 
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good agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, the nonlinear parame

ters deduced from the fitting are in good agreement with previous experimental 

and theoretical results. 

Chapter III presents the first observation of two-photon induced optical 

switching using a CdTe etalon. We report the observation of optical switching, 

optical limiting, and pulse compression in a CdTe etalon at room temperature 

using 11 ns pulses at 1.064 µm radiation. The switching was attributed to the 

nonlinear change in the index of refraction induced by two-photon absorption. 

The thermal effect was found to have a negligible contribution to the nonlinear

ity. The transmission of the etalon was studied as a function of its initial 

detuning and the input intensity. The switching times were found to be in the 

range of 1.5 - 3. 7 ns. A theoretical model was developed in the plane-wave ap

proximation assuming both nonlinear absorption and refraction and was found 

to be in good agreement with the experimental results. 

In chapter IV, the results of cw FWM experiments performed on a vari

ety of Eu3+-doped silicate glasses are presented. The laser-induced grating was 

found to have both transient and permanent components. The permanent 

grating was attributed to a structural change in the local environment of the 

Eu3+ ion. The transient component of the grating was attributed to a popula

tion grating controlled by the interaction of the excited states of the Eu3+ ions 

and the environment. We developed a model from which the nonlinear change 

in the index of refraction can be determined using the experimental value of the 

scattered efficiency. This model calculates the scattered efficiency of a Gaussian 

probe beam from a volume grating formed by two intersecting Gaussian write 

beams. The effects of the alkaline cations and their relative concentration on 
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the scattered efficiency were investigated. The role of the excess amount of 

Na20 on the scattered power was also studied. The grating formation, the scat

tered efficiency, the signal build-up time, and the grating erasing rate were 

studied as a function of write-beam power, crossing angle, and write-beam 

wavelength. 



CHAPTER II 

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL BEAM RESHAPING EFFECTS 

USING BULK CdTe 

1. Introduction 

The study of the effects of nonlinear properties of semiconductors on 

transmitted laser beams is important for many applications. Optical bistability 

and optical limiting are two examples [8-10]. When an intense laser beam 

passes through a nonlinear medium it induces a nonlinear change in the index of 

refraction (~n). If the intensity pattern of the laser beam is not uniform (for 

example, the beam has temporal and spatial Gaussian profiles) then ~n is a 

function of the radial distance and time. Therefore, for an optically thin me

dium, a radially and temporally dependent phase shift will then be encoded to 

the transmitted beam. As a result, beam reshaping effects such as self-focusing 

or self-defocusing, ring structure formation, pulse compression and pulse modu

lation might occur depending on the input intensity and the sign of ~n. Self

defocusing in semiconductors was first observed in InSb by Weaire et al. [11]. 

They found that the effect of the sample was to encode a radially dependent 

phase shift to the transmitted beam. Since then many authors reported the ob

servation of self-defocusing in different semiconductors [12-15] while optical pulse 

modulation has been reported by Eichler et al. [16,17]. Self-defocusing in CdTe 
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using picosecond pulses of the fundamental of the Nd:YAG laser was reported 

by Van Stryland et al [18]. 

In this chapter the experimental observation and the theoretical results of 

self-defocusing and ring structure effects using CdTe crystals at room tempera

ture are presented. In addition, the results of laser pulse compression and 

modulation will be reported. The nonlinear effects are due to the photoexcited 

free carriers generated via two-photon absorption (TPA) of nanosecond laser 

pulses at 1.064 µm. The pulse reshaping effects are investigated as a function of 

the input irradiance and the distance from the exit plane of the sample. Fur

thermore, we show that the temporal profile results are dependent on the de

tected cross sectional area of the transmitted light. The theory developed to 

explain these effects utilizes the nonlinear wave equation in one dimension along 

with the carrier density rate equation to propagate the laser beam inside the 

CdTe sample. The laser beam is then propagated to the detector using diffrac

tion theory. We also present a comparison between the value of the nonlinear 

refraction coefficient ( caused by the free carriers) calculated using the band

filling model developed by Auston et al. [19] and that obtained experimentally 

using our model. By fitting the theory to the experimental results we determine 

the values of the two-photon absorption coefficient, the free carrier absorption 

cross-section, and the recombination lifetime of the free carriers. Moreover, the 

magnitude and the sign of the nonlinear refraction coefficient ( err) have also been 

determined. 
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2. Experiment 

The experimental setup for observing spatial and temporal profile reshap

ing effects is shown in Figure II.l. We performed the experiments using the 

fundamental (2=1.064 µrn) of the injection seeded Nd:YAG laser with pulse du

ration of about 10 ns (full width at half maximum) and a repetition rate of 10 

Hz. However, most of the measurements have been obtained using single shot 

laser pulses. The spatial profile transmitted from the CdTe crystal was detected 

in the near field at two different distances (6 cm and 10 cm from the exit surface 

of the sample) using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with an active imag

ing area of 8.8 mm by 6.6 mm. The camera was coupled to ·a spiricon LBA-100 

laser beam profiler. Neutral density tilters in front of the camera were used to 

attenuate the beam intensity. 

The temporal profile of both the incident and the transmitted pulses were 

detected by two ET2010 silicon photodetectors · with rise time < 1 nanosecond. 

Another photodetector · (ET200) with rise time < 500 picosecond was also used to 

verify the time-dependent results. The detectors were placed at 10 cm and 20 

cm away from the exit plane of the sample. A pinhole of 100 µm diameter was 

used directly in front of the detector to select a small area of the beam. The de

tector has an active area of 0.25 mm2 which guarantees that all the light trans

mitted from the pinhole will be detected. Both the input and the output pulses 

were monitored on a Tektronix 2440 digital oscilloscope for comparison. Since 

CdTe was known to exhibit second-harmonic generation at 1.064 µm picosecond 

pulses excitation [20], an interference filter was used after the sample to pass the 

infrared laser light only. The energy of the input pulses was controlled by an 
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Figure II.l. Experimental arrangement for measuring the transmitted (a) spa
tial profile and (b) temporal profile. The symbols are : ATTEN.- attenuator, 
PH- pinhole, BS- beam splitter, EP- energy probe, MEM- Molectron energy me
ter, PD- photodetector, S- sample, IF- interference filter, NDF- neutral density 
filters, OSC- oscilloscope, LBP- laser beam profiler, CA- camera. 
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attenuator placed before the 600 µm pinhole and detected by a Molectron en

ergy probe coupled to a Molectron energy meter. The total input energies used 

ranges between 0.01 mJ to 0.3 mJ per pulse. 

The temporal profile of the laser beam is nearly Gaussian-shaped and can 

be fitted accurately to a superposition of Gaussians as will be shown in the the

ory section (see Figure II.2). In order to get a clean and a small size spatial 

profile (without focusing), the laser beam of 8 mm diameter was allowed to pass 

through a pinhole of 600 µm diameter. As is always the case, the transmission 

of the 600 µm pinhole has a diffraction pattern in which the secondary peaks are 

very small compared to the main peak (Airy disc) which can be fitted to a 

Gaussian. The main peak of the beam transmitted through the pinhole at the 

entrance surface of the sample has about 85% of the total energy of the incident 

beam. Figure II.3 shows the input spatial profile and the Gaussian fit with 

beam radius w0=0.215 mm ( half width at 1/e2 of the maximum). 

Undoped CdTe samples of both n-type and p-type with dimensions 5 mm 

x 5 mm x 1.36 mm with both sides polished to within 0.25 microns were used. 

The parallelism of these samples is better than 10 seconds of arc. The samples 

contained an anti-reflection coating· (reflectivity at A=l.064 µm is < 0.25%) on 

one side to prevent Fabry-Perot effects. The input laser beam was incident 

upon the uncoated surface which has a 23% reflectivity. The characteristics of 

these samples are listed in Table II.l. A sample of 1.5 mm thickness with 50% 

reflectivity on both sides and a 0.5 degree wedge angle was also used in order to 

observe pulse reshaping at 20 cm away from the exit surface of the crystal. 
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Figure II.2. The input temporal profile. The hollow circles are the experimental 
data and the solid line is the fit of Eq. (II.6) with t0=5 ns, t 1 =8 ns and n9=2 
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Table II.l. Characteristics of the CdTe samples. 

Sample Type Orientation Resistivity Mobility Growing Method 

([!.cm) (cm2 /V.s) 

4B n (111) 972 450 Bridgman 

17B p (110) 24.1 60.8 SPVT 

By using this sample, we demonstrated that pulse reshaping is dominated by the 

phase encoding effect and not by the Fabry-Perot effect. All samples were posi-

tioned at 14 cm after the 600 µm pinhole. 

3. Theoretical Model 

(a) Propagation of the Beam Inside the Sample 

In order to find the spatial and temporal profiles at a distance z' behind 

the sample, we need to solve the nonlinear wave equations within the sample 

then propagate the transmitted fields in free space using diffraction theory, in 

particular, the Huygens-Fresnel integral. Since the confocal parameter of the 

beam is larger than the thickness of the sample (external self-action) [21], we 

can neglect the transverse Laplacian in the wave equation for the propagation 

inside the nonlinear medium. Then, the nonlinear· wave equation within the 

sample can be written as (see appendix A). 

(II.1) 
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where n 0 is the index of refraction, c0 is the speed of light in free space, A is the 

permeability of free space, (J) is the optical frequency in radians/second, z<3) is 

the third-order nonlinear susceptibility and a is the conductivity of the medium 

given by 

(II.2) 

Here a0 and a1c are the linear and. free carrier absorption coefficients respec-

tively, N is the density of the photogenerated carriers (PGC) and meh is the re-

duced electron-hole effective mass given by the relation meh=(memh/me+mh). 

Here me and mh are the electron and the hole effective masses, respectively. a1c 

is equal to a1c N, where cr1c is the free carrier absorption cross section which is, 

in general, dependent on the laser pulse duration [22] . 

By substituting E = E0 ei,p and I= (n 0 c0 e 0 / 2)E; in Eq. (II.1), we can 

express the irradiance at distance z within the sample by: 

ol(z,r,t) ( ) 2( ) ( ) ( ) ---- = -a 0 I z,r, t - PI z,r, t - <IfcN z,r, t I z,r, t 
oz . 

and the phase by 

o</J(z,r,t) = k 0 J,.n(z,r,t) = k 0 [rI(z,t,t)+crrN(z,r,t)], 
oz 

(II.3) 

(II.4) 

where p is the two photon absorption (TPA) coefficient given by 

P = (a.,/ n;c;e0 )z}3), z}3) is the imaginary part of z<3), k 0 is the wave ~ector in 

free space, err is the change in the index of refraction per unit PGC density and 

yis the part of the nonlinear index due to the bound electrons given in terms of 

n 2 by the relation r(cm2/W) = (4nxlff3/c0n 0 )niesu). n 2 is related to the real 

part of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility by n2=(21r/n0 ) z~). The at-
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tenuation of the irradiance in the right hand-side of Eq. (II.3) is due to linear 

absorption, TP A and absorption by the PGC, respectively. In our experiment, 

TPA and the absorption due to the PGC are important at all input intensities 

we have used (see appendix B). In general, the first term of Eq. (II.4) is domi-

nant at lower irradiance at which the number of carriers is small such that ur 

N<< yl. However, the second term dominates at very high irradiance at which 

the density of the PGC is very large. For the range of intensities used in our 

experiment, the nonlinear refraction due to the free carriers is much larger than 

that due to the bound electrons. Therefore, we will be coi:isidering only the sec-

and term of Eq. (II.4). 

We assume that the laser beam is Gaussian in its spatial profile and 

nearly-Gaussian in its temporal profile given at the entrance plane (z = 0) of the 

sample by: 

I(O, r, t) = I, exp(-{;J 2)'I'(t), (II.5) 

where w 0 is the 1/e2 radius at z = 0 and 'P(t) is a function which describes the 

temporal profile given by: 

'f'(t) = 

exp(-(~)'} 
:, [ exp(-(J) + (n, - l)exp(-c:r)} 

t < 0 

(II.6) 

t~o 

For convenience, we assumed that the peak of the pulse is at t = 0. The leading 

part of the pulse can be described by 'f'(t) for t < 0 while the trailing part of the 

pulse is described by 'f'(t) for t ~ 0. n9 is an integer representing the number of 
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Gaussians involved in fitting the trailing part of the pulse and equals 2. t 0 and 

t 1 are 1/e half width of the corresponding Gaussian temporal profile. By fitting 

the leading edge of the pulse, we find t 0 while t 1 is obtained by fitting the trail

ing edge of the pulse. In Eq. (II.5), ! 0 is the peak irradiance, I(o, o, o), given by 

I _ 4n9&total 

0 
- .J;[ (n 9 + l)t0 + (n 9 - l)ti](nw;) ' 

(II. 7) 

where &total is the total input energy of the laser beam at the entrance plane of 

the sample. 

The photogenerated carriers concentration, N(z, r, t), is given by 

BN(z, r, t) pI2 (z, r, t) 
= at 21iOJ 

N(z, r, t) - N 0 

r 
(II.8) 

where r is the recombination lifetime of the carriers and N 0 is the free earner 

density without illumination. In the above equation, we considered the domi-

nant mechanism of excitation to be two-photon absorption. Diffusion has been 

neglected in Eq. (II.8) since the carrier diffusion length ( .J Dar < 2 µrn) is much 

smaller than the beam spot size at the sample position (where Dais the ambipo-

lar diffusion coefficient). The first term of Eq. (II.8) indicates the generation of 

the free carriers while the second term represents the decay of carriers via the 

recombination process. In general, the recombination of the carriers can be ra-

diative, nonradiative or a combination of both. Radiative and nonradiative re-

combination lifetimes are generally dependent on the carrier density. Recently, 

Taheri et al. (23] found that, for CdTe, r can be considered independent of the 

. d . £ N 1017 -3 earner ens1ty or - cm . In our experiment the maximum N was esti-

mated to be on the order of 1017 cm-3 as will be verified in the discussion section. 
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In order to find the transmitted irradiance and the phase shift at the exit 

plane of the sample, we have to solve Eq. (II.3), (II.8), and (II.4) numerically. 

The sample thickness is divided into n equally-spaced layers. The concentration 

of the PGC, N(z,r,t), is assumed to be constant in each layer but different from 

one layer to another and the transmitted irradiance of a layer is an input irradi-

ance to the next one. The index j is an integer representing the layer number. 

Then, Eq. (II.3) can be integrated to give, 

(II.9) 

where l is the thickness of the slice and j = 1, 2, 3, ... , n. The input irradiance 

to the first slice is Io(r, t) = (1- R)I(O, r, t) and the transmitted irradiance at 

z = L is Iout(L, r, t) = (1- R)Ij=n(r, t), where Land Rare the thickness and the 

surface reflectivity of the sample, respectively. By considering Io (r, t) to be the 

input irradiance for the first layer, the solution of Eq. (II.8) gives N 1 (r,t) which 

can be used in Eq. (II.9) to find I 1(r, t) and this in turn can be used in Eq. 

(II.8), as an input irradiance to the second layer, to find N2 (r, t). We repeat 

this process until we find Nn(r, t) and In(r, t) . Eq. (II.8) is solved numerically 

by using the Runge-Kutta method [24]. The phase shift, ¢(£, r, t), can be easily 

found by integrating Eq. (II.4), which gives 

L 

¢(L, r, t) = ¢(0, r, t) + k0 f [rI(z, r, t) + CJ" rN(z, r, t)]dz (II.10) 
0 

where ¢(0, r, t) is the phase of the electric field at the entrance plane of the 

sample given by 
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~(o ) ko r 2 

'// ' r, t = 2R(z = 0) (II.11) 

This phase is responsible for wavefront bending at z = 0. It represents the de-

viation of the phase at a point off-axis in the entrance plane of the sample from 

that at the on-axis point. k0 is the wave vector in free space and R(z = 0) is the 

wavefront radius of curvature which equals 17.5 cm. 

(b) Propagation of the Beam outside the Sample 

By knowing lout (L, r, t) and ¢(L, r, t), we can find the electric field at any 

point in space using the Huygens-Fresnel diffraction integral [25]. The electric 

field at the detector plane is then given by 

E<let(z', r', t + ~) = i 21r exp(-i ;rr'
2 )f"' Eaut(L, r, t) 

C AZ' AZ' 
0 0 

( ;rr2) (2;rr'r) x exp -i-- J 0 -- rdr, 
AZ' AZ' 

(II.12) 

where z' is the distance between the detector and the exit surface of the sample, 

A is the laser wavelength in free space, r' is the radial distance, J 0 is the zeroth 

order· Bessel function, and Bout (L, r, t) is the electric field at the exit plane of the 

crystal given by 

( 2 ) 1/2 . 
Eout(L, r, t) = - )Iout(L, r, t) exp[-i¢(L, r, t)]. 

&oCo . 
(II.13) 

To find the spatial profile at certain distance behind the sample, we simply have 

to find the fluence, an experimentally measured quantity, which is given by 

Fdet(z', r') = &oCo 7 Edet(z', r', t + ~) 
2 

dt 
2 Co 

-c<J 

(II.14) 
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At z', the temporal profile of a cross sectional area symmetric with respect to 

the beam axis is the time dependent power given by 

, r. ( ') 2 
Pdet(z', t + -=-) = 1CS0Co J Edet z', r', t +-=- r'dr' l 

Co O Co 
(II.15) 

where r a is the pinhole radius. 

In evaluating Eq. II.12, the zeroth order Bessel function, Jo(x), was ap-

proximated by [26] 

(II.16) 

for x > 5 and, 

x2 x4 x6 xs x10 

Jo(x) = 1- 22(1!)2 + 24(2!)2 - 26(3!)2 + 2s(4!)2 - 210(5!)2 

· x12· · x14 x16 x1s x20 
(II.17) 

+ - + - +----
212(6!)2 214(7!)2 216(8!)2 218(9!)2 220(10!)2 

for O ~ x ~ 5 . In the a hove expressions x= ( 21rr' r / AZ' ) . 

4. Results and Discussion 

Experimentally, we investigated the spatial and temporal profiles changes 

as a function of the input irradiance and the distance from the exit surface of 

the sample. For an input irradiance above 4.5 MW /cm2, the transmitted spatial 

and temporal profiles show effects which are irradiance-dependent. We observed 

that the broadening of the beam increased as the input irradiance increased. 

Figure II.4 shows the experimental and the theoretical [from Eq. (II.14)] spatial 

profiles at z' = 6 cm behind the sample for different input intensities. The 

spatial profile continued defocusing until ! 0=11 MW /cm2 when the beam re-
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sembled a top hat beam profile. When the irradiance increased above 11 

"MW /cm 2, a dip started to appear in the central region of the beam. This dip 

became deeper as the input irradiance increased. At ! 0 =20.7 MW /cm2, a small 

peak appeared in the center of the beam. 

The transmitted spatial profile at z' = 10 cm is shown in Figure II.5. 

Again the beam became broader as the input intensity increased. However, in 

this case the beam structure is different from the previous case. At ! 0 =12.1 

MW /cm 2, the beam profile is not a top-hat profile but is similar to a broadened 

Gaussian profile. When 10 =15.5 MW /cm 2, the beam profile is almost flat but 

has a small peak in the center. The spatial profile has a three peak structure 

when ! 0=24.1 MW /cm 2, instead of one peak as in the input beam profile. 

We monitored the temporal profile using a 100 µm pinhole placed at dif

ferent distances behind the crystal. The pinhole was positioned such that its 

center coincides with that of the beam. We observed that the temporal profile 

experienced compression as the input irradiance increased. For the same input 

power, the amount of compression decreases as the distance from the sample in

creases. At ! 0 =18.4 MW /cm 2, the full width at half maximum, as seen in Fig

ure II.6, is about half of that of the input pulse (see Figure II.2). When ! 0 =24 

"MW /cm2 a peak starts to appear in the trailing edge of the pulse. Figure II.7 

shows the transmitted pulses at 32.2 MW/ cm2 and the theoretical fit for two 

different distances from the sample. Notice that the bottom of the valley be

tween these two peaks occurs at higher intensities as z' increases. We noticed 

that the compression and modulation of the temporal profile decreases as the 

detection area is increased from 100 microns to 600 microns. In fact, when all 

the light was collected by the detector, the temporal profile showed neither 
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Figure II.4. The experimental transmitted spatial profiles, through a 1.36 mm 
AR coated sample, measured at 6 cm behind the sample are represented by the 
hollow circles. The solid lines are the numerical solution of Eq. (II.14) using the 
following values for the parameters: a0=0.3 cm-1, /3=22 cm2 /GW, o-k=25x10-18 

cm2, r-=12 ns and o-r=-6xl0-21 cm3. The plots show the defocusing effect for three 
different input irradiances; (a) 12.1 MW /cm2 (b) 16.1 MW /cm2 (c) 20.7 
MW/cm2• 
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Figure II.5. The experimental transmitted beam profiles, through a 1.36 mm AR 
coated sample, detected at 10 cm behind the sample are represented by the hol
low circles. The solid lines are the theoretical spatial profiles using Eq. (II.14) 
and the same set of parameters as in Figure II.4. The plots show the defocusing 
and the ring structure effects for three different input irradiances; (a) 12.1 
MW /cm2 (b) 15.5 MW /cm2 (c) 24.1 MW /cm2. 
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Figure II.6. The experimental results of the transmitted temporal profiles using 
a 1.36 mm AR coated sample and input irradiance 18.4 MW /cm2 are repre
sented by the hollow circles. The solid lines are the corresponding theoretical 
results using Eq. (II.15) and the same set of parameters as in Figure II.4. The 
data was taken at (a) 10 cm and (b) 20 cm from the exit plane of the CdTe 
sample. The data show the pulse compression effect. The pulse has been re
duced from 10 ns to 5 ns ( FWHM). 
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Figure II. 7. The experimental results of the transmitted temporal profiles using 
a 1.36 mm AR coated sample and input irradiance 32.2 MW /cm2 are repre
sented by the hollow circles. The solid lines are the numerical simulation using 
Eq. (II.15) and the same set of parameters as in Figure II.4. The data was taken 
at (a) 10 cm and (b) 20 cm from the exit plane of the CdTe sample. Notice the 
additional structure in the trailing edge of the pulse. These results show the 
pulse modulation effect. 
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compression nor modulation which is predicted by the theory when Eq. (II.15) 

was integrated over the size of the beam. To explain this, let us see what hap

pens to the temporal profiles of different points (on-axis and off-axis points) 

within the beam. The temporal profiles of points on-axis and in the vicinity of 

the center will experience the maximum compression and modulation since the 

change in the index of refraction in this region is very large. As a result, the 

amount of compression and modulation decreases as we move toward the edge of 

the beam. Moreover, the points near the center of the beam will experience 

more attenuation than those away from the center. In other words, the tempo

ral profiles for points away from the center will experience less compression and 

modulation, see Figure II.8. So, when we collect the whole beam, we average 

over all the temporal profiles of these points which will lead to an attenuated 

temporal profile with no observed compression or modulation. 

To further demonstrate that the reshaping effect is due to phase encoding 

and not the Fabry-Perot effect, we used a wedge sample for which we were able 

to, physically, separate the transmitted beams. However, the beams within the 

sample are spatially overlapped since the sample is thin and the wedge angle is 

very small. We monitored the first three transmitted beams at z' = 20 cm for 

different input irradiances. The first transmitted beam passes through the 

sample once; the second beam passes through the sample three times while the 

third beam passes through the sample five times. Again we used the 100 µm 

pinhole directly before the photodetector. The compression was observed to in

crease for beams that traveled several times through the sample. Figure II.9 

shows the temporal pulses which were transmitted and the theoretical fit when 

the input irradiance was 10.5 NfW /cm 2. We noticed that the first beam 
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Figure II.8. The temporal profiles of differ.ent points within the laser beam. 
The Figure shows how compression and modulation decrease for points away 
from the center of the beam. It also demonstrates how compression and modu
lation reduce considerably by adding the temporal profiles of these points. This 
result was calculated using our model. 

experienced some compression; the second beam experienced more compress10n 

and the third beam experienced modulation and more compression. In modeling 

these results, we assumed that the TP A process took place in the first pass 

(after the first pass there is not enough intensity to cause appreciable TPA). 

Hence, the successive multireflections will cause negligible change in the index of 

refraction compared to that induced by the first pass. This means that the 

main difference between the beam with one pass and those with many passes is 
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Figure II.9. The experimental results of the transmitted temporal profiles using 
a 1.5 mm 50% reflectivity wedge sample and input irradiance 10.5 MW /cm2 are 
represented by the hollow circles. The solid lines are the numerical simulation 
using Eq. (II.15) and the same set of parameters as in Figure II.4. The transmit
ted signal was measured after (a) one pass, (b) three passes and (c) five passes 
through the CdTe crystal. The plots show pulse compression and modulation. 
The data was taken at 20 cm from the exit plane of the sample. 
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that the beam with multiple passes will experience a larger phase shift since it 

effectively propagates through a longer nonlinear medium, and as a result the 

second and the third beams experience more compression and modulation. With 

this assumption, the model seems to predict the experimental results accurately. 

Therefore, pulse reshaping using a wedge crystal might be good for some appli-

cation where we need to choose different temporal pulse shapes using one crystal 

and one input irradiance. 

Self-defocusing is a nonlinear phenomenon which occurs when the sample 

acts as a negative lens. If the change in the refractive index is negative, i.e. it 

decreases with the input intensity, then the phase fronts in the center of the 

beam will propagate faster than those off-axis. This will cause the phase fronts 

of the beam to bend outwards and this in turn will result in self-defocusing. In 

our experiment the potential mechanisms that could lead to the nonlinear 

change in the index of refraction are electron-hole plasma generation and ther-

mal heating. For CdTe, the refractive index increases with temperature [27]. 

Therefore, if the thermal effect is dominant we should observe self-focusing in-

stead of self-defocusing. However, the experimental results indicate clearly that 

we have self-defocusing effect. It turns out that the induced change in the index 

of refraction is due to the PGC created by the TP A process. Based on the work 

done by Auston et al. [19], the change in the index of refraction due to the free 

carriers is given by tin = CY rN, where CY r is expressed as 

(II.18) 
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where t;, and ~ are the energies, in e V units, for the incident photon and the 

band gap, respectively. The rest of the parameters in the above equation are in 

SI units. Eq. (II.18) indicates that the change in the index of refraction is nega

tive for t.;i <£9 which means that the medium will act as a diverging lens. By 

using £9=1.44 eV, EP=l.17 eV, and n 0=2.84 in the above equation, we find Ur= 

-6.2xlff21 cm3 which is very close to the result (crr=-6.0xl0-21 cm3) obtained by 

fitting of the experimental temporal and. spatial profiles. This indicates that the 

change in the nonlinear refraction is due mainly to the electron-hole plasma gen

erated by the TP A process. 

There have been several values of the TPA coefficient reported for CdTe. 

Table II.2 shows some of these experimental and theoretical values. The experi

mental values of p were determined by using nanosecond [28,29] and picosecond 

[18] pulses. In most of these experiments the p value. was found by fitting the 

transmitted energy of a single pump beam or by using the z-scan technique [30]. 

Recently, Taheri et al. [23] measured the TPA coefficient using a pump-probe 

technique. The advantage of this method is that one can separately find the 

TP A coefficient and the free carrier absorption cross-section since the probe 

beam is weak enough not to cause any TP A. Our measured value of the TP A 

coefficient (fl 22 cm/GW) agrees well with the recently reported experimental 

values [18, 23, 30] and the parabolic band structure model [19, 31]. 

Our value for the free carrier absorption cross section ( cr1c=25xlff18 cm2) 

agrees well with the value reported by reference [23] (cr1c=20xlff18 cm2). From 

the fitting, we found that i=12 ns which was in the range (12 ± 9 ns) given by 

reference [32] and larger than the value reported by reference [23] (-r = 5 ns). 

At 32.2 MW /cm2, we estimate [from Eq. (II.8)] that the maximum on-axis 



Table II.2. Experimental and theoretical values of the two-photon absorption 
coefficient for CdTe. 

§experiment (cm/ GW) Reference Prheory(cm/GW) Reference 

22 Present work 7 36 

22 18 18 37 

20 23 25.1 18 

25 33 34 38 

26 30 37 39 

130 29 200 40 

170 34 

200 35 

29 
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carrier density achieved in our experiment is N =l.6x1017 cm-3• For such a car

rier density we can consider 'l' in Eq. (8) to be independent of N [23). The be

havior of the photogenerated carriers density at different locations inside the 

sample is shown in Figure II.lO(a). The Figure shows clearly that N(t) is not 

following the pulse shape. This kind of behavior is, mainly, due to the effective

ness and competition among three factors namely, TP A, FCA, and free carrier 

recombination. Effective pumping of free carriers to the conduction band will 

not start till the pulse has certain intensity. This means that in the begging of 

the pulse N is very small. When the intensity of the pulse reaches about 8 

MW /cm.2 the effective pumping will start to take place. As time evolves the 

intensity of the pulse increases and the number of free carriers increases as well. 

Since the recombination life ti.me of the carriers is comparable to the pulse du

ration this gives the free carriers .the chance to cumulate, at least during the 

rising part of the pulse. However, because of this large number of carriers, that 

already in the conduction band, the pulse intensity will experience severe at

tenuation due to the FCA. This in turn reduces the effective intensity available 

to excite carriers to the conduction band. The recombination of these carriers 

will start to take place at some time during the trailing part of the signal. The 

decay of the free carriers and the decrease in the pulse intensity along with large 

FCA will cause the number of the free carriers to decrease. 

The maxim.um change in the refractive index at 10= 32.2 MW /cm2 is es

timated to be -0.001 (using ~n(z, r, t) = [y I(z, r, t) + CJ" rN(z, r, t)]) which will have 

a negligible effect on the macroscopic refractive index (n0 ). However, this intro

duced an appreciable change in the phase equal to -8 radians, which was 

equivalent to 1.3 wavelengths. We have seen that even for values of ~'P as 
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small as -1.3 radians (at 12.1 MW /cm2), the self-defocusing effect was pro

nounced. The behavior of dn( t) is similar to that of N( t). Figure II. lO(b) 

shows the on-axis dn(t) for different input irradiances. 

The pulse reshaping effect seems to be a good method for determining 

some of the nonlinear properties of CdTe. However, to get accurate values for 

the nonlinear parameters one should not rely on the experimental results ob

tained at a certain distance from the sample using a specific laser intensity. We 

found that it was easy to fit, for example, the spatial profile at some distance for 

a certain input intensity by choosing a set of values for the nonlinear parame

ters. However, by using this set of parameters it is not guaranteed that the 

model will predict the spatial or the temporal profile for different conditions, 

(i.e., for different distances from the sample and different input intensities). 

Rather, one has to consider the results of the pulse reshaping at different input 

intensities and different distances behind the sample. We found that the best 

way to determine the nonlinear parameters is to fit simultaneously two of the 

experimental results at two different distances and input intensities. By using 

this method, we obtained the set of parameters ( a0=0.3 cm-1, P 22 cm2 /GW, 

a1c=25x10-18 cm2, r=12 ns and ar=-6xl0-21 cm3) which seems to produce good 

fits for the temporal and the spatial profiles at different input intensities and 

distances behind the sample. Moreover, these values are in good agreement with 

the most recent results in the literature. 

5. Conclusion 

We have reported experimental and theoretical results of self-defocusing 

and pulse compression of nanosecond pulses emerging from CdTe crystals. The 
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Figure II.10. (a) On-axis photogenerated carriers density at different point 
within the sample. The temporal profile of the 30 'MW /cm2 input pulse is 
shown in order to compare it with the behavior of N(t). (b) The time depend
ent nonlinear change in the index of refraction for different values of the peak 
irradiance. 
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nonlinear refraction was due to the free earners generated by the two-photon 

absorption process. Good agreement is obtained between the theoretical and the 

experimental results. The values of the nonlinear parameters deduced from fit

ting the experimental results were found to agree well with the existing theories 

and the recent experimental values reported in the literature. Finally, we found 

that the effect of the sample is to encode a radially and temporally dependent 

phase shift which causes the reshaping as the pulse evolves in space and time. 



CHAPTER III 

TWO-PHOTON INDUCED OPTICAL SWITCHING 

USING A CdTe ETALON 

1. Introduction 

Since the first observation of optical bistability (OB) by Gibbs and co

workers [41], a significant number of studies have been conducted [8,42]. The 

interest in this field stems from the potential applications to all-optical switch

ing, optical computing, and communication [8]. The investigation of optical 

switching (OS) in semiconductors is important because they have large nonlinear 

and fast relaxation processes. Semiconductors also possess a variety of nonlin

ear mechanisms that can change the index of refraction and the absorption coef

ficient. Since the initial observations of OB by Miller et al.[43] and Gibbs et 

al. [44] many authors have reported the observation of OB in various semicon

ductors [45-50]. Two-photon induced OB in CdHgTe [45] and InSb [47] has 

been reported. In the latter two studies, the Fabry-Perot etalon was utilized to 

observe the OB. Also, optical limiting and pulse compression have been studied 

in HgCdTe [51] and ZnSe [52], respectively. 

We have found only one reported study of OB in CdTe. The cause of the 

bistable switching was due to increasing absorption [53]. The photon energies 

employed in that study were in the vicinity of the CdTe band gap and the 

dominant nonlinear process was through single-photon absorption. In studying 

34 
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the two-photon-induced OB in InSb and CdHgTe, the laser radiation used was 

10.6 µm since these semiconductors have narrow band-gaps. In contrast, CdTe 

has a wide band-gap which requires radiation in the near infrared in order for 

the two-photon process to take place. In optical communications, the wave 

lengths of interest are in the near infrared regime (54]. This suggests that opti

cal devices based on CdTe might find applications in optical communications. 

In this chapter, we report for the first time (to our knowledge) the obser

vation of OS in a CdTe etalon induced by a two-photon absorption process us

ing 11 ns pulses at 1.064 µm. We also observed optical limiting and pulse com

pression. The origin of the nonlinearity was due to the free carriers generated 

by the two-photon absorption process. These carriers induced a nonlinear 

change in the index of refraction that controlled the transmission of the etalon. 

In modeling the experimental results we assumed a plane-wave approximation. 

The transmitted intensity of the CdTe etalon was studied as a function of the 

input intensity and the initial detuning of the etalon. The role of thermal heat

ing on the results was also investigated. 

2. Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure ill.l. The experiments were 

performed using the fundamental wavelength (1 =1.064 µm) of an injection 

seeded Nd:YAG laser with pulse duration of about 11 ns (full width at half 

maximum). In order to improve the quality of the spatial profile, the laser 

beam of 8 mm diameter was allowed to pass through a pinhole of 600 µm in di

ameter. The transmission of the 600 µm pinhole had a diffraction pattern in 
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MEM 

osc 

BS S ND PD 

Figure III.l. Experimental setup for observing optical switching: Att- attenuator, 
PH- pinhole, BS- beam splitter, EP- energy probe, MEM- Molectron energy me
ter, PD- photodetector, S- sample fixed to a rotatable mount, IF- interference 
filter, ND- neutral density filters, L- lens, OSC- oscilloscope. 
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which the secondary peaks were very small compared to the main peak (Airy 

disc) which can be fitted to a Gaussian. This main peak had about 85% of the 

total energy of the incident beam at the entrance surface of the sample. After 

passing through the pinhole, the laser beam was split such that the transmitted 

portion of the beam was the input signal beam and the reflected portion was the 

reference beam. The reference beam was split in order to enable us to monitor 

the input energy and the input temporal profile. 

A second pinhole of 100 µm diameter was attached to the rear surface of 

the sample so that a plane-wave approximation would be applicable in our 

model. This pinhole was positioned such that its center coincided with the cen

ter of the input laser beam. When the spot siz~ (w0 ) of the laser beam is much 

larger than the radius (a) of the pinhole then the illumination confined within 

the pinhole area can be approximated by a plane"".wav~. In mathematical terms, 

if Oa= exp(-(a/w0 ) 2) =1, [55] then the illumination is a plane-wave. For our ex

periment, w0=300 µm and Oa=0.97, therefore, the plane-wave approximation is 

justified. The diffraction from the 100 µm pinhole had no effect on the results 

since all the transmitted laser light was focused onto a photodetector. 

We used a CdTe etalon of 1.356 mm thickness with 23% reflectivity on 

both sides and a parallelism better than 10 seconds of arc. The sample was 

fixed to a rotatable mount in order to control the initial detuning of the etalon. 

The temporal profile of both the incident and the transmitted pulses were de

tected by two ET2000 photodetectors with a rise time < 500 picosecond. Both 

the input and the output pulses were monitored on a Tektronix 2440 digital 

oscilloscope for comparison purposes. Since CdTe was known to exhibit second

harmonic generation at 1.064 µm picosecond pulses excitation [20], an interfer-
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ence filter was used after the sample to pass the infrared laser light only. The 

energy of the input pulses was controlled by an attenuator placed before the 600 

µm pinhole and detected by a Molectron energy probe coupled to a Molectron 

energy meter. 

3. Theory 

When studying the response of a Fabry-Perot etalon, it is important to 

know the relationship among three time constants: The characteristic time of the 

input intensity 'p' i.e., the laser pulse duration, the medium response time, 'm' 

which is the recombination life-time of the free-carriers in semiconductors and 

the cavity round trip time, 'c· It is necessary to have 'p > 'c for the transmitted 

pulses to interfere. In fact, if 'p >> M 'c then the transmission of the Fabry

Perot etalon can be described completely by the classical formula (Airy func

tion). The number of the transmitted beams that contribute to the interference 

pattern is approximated by twice the finesse ( M = 2F) [56] of the etalon. The 

importance and the relation between 'c and 'm will be discussed in the following 

paragraph when we talk about the nonlinear change in the index of refraction. 

At 1064 nm, CdTe is a two-photon absorber. As a result, the main 

mechanism of carrier excitation is due to two-photon absorption (TPA). How

ever, the intensity attenuation is mainly caused by both TPA and free-carrier 

absorption (FCA). Here, the free carriers are those generated by the TPA proc

ess. Consider that TPA occurs only on the first pass through the sample (since 

the intensities of the reflected beams are weak so that TP A is negligible com

pared to that in the first pass) while FCA occurs all the time after they are gen

erated. This means that the free-carriers are created in the first pass only. 
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These photogenerated carriers will induce a nonlinear change in the index of re-

fraction, Lln(t), proportional to the carrier density, N(t), given by 

Ll n(t) = a r N(t). (III.I) 

The coefficient ar is the change in the index of refraction per unit photogener-

ated carrier density. This change in the index of refraction described in Eq. 

(III.I) is due to the intensity of the initial laser beam. The successive reflections 

(multireflections) will be able to experience this change in the index of refraction 

if and only if the medium response time is much larger than the cavity round 

trip time, 'm >> 'c . 
In deriving a formula for the transmission of the etalon, we follow the 

classical derivation of a plane Fabry-Perot etalon. This is valid since both the 

pulse duration and the recombination lifetime of the free carriers are much 

larger than the cavity round trip time. Consider E0 to be the amplitude of the 

incident electric field and Ec1 the field amplitude at z =L after the first pass. In 

our case the field reflection and transmission coefficients ( r' and t', respectively) 

are the same for both surfaces of the etalon. Define ¢0 to be the initial detuning 

of the cavity which is given by 

4Jr ~ 2 . . 2 ( ) <Po = -Lno - Sin Bi . 
,.i 

(III.2) 

The time-dependent phase difference between two successively transmitted 

beams caused by the nonlinear change of the refractive index due to the light-

matter interaction in the first pass is given by 

<f>(t) = 4JrL Lln(t) 
,.i 

(III.3) 
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where A is the laser wavelength in free space. In the last two equations L is the 

length of the etalon, n 0 is the linear index of refraction, Bi is the angle of inci

dence relative to the normal of the sample front surface, and ~ n(t) is the aver-

age time-dependent change in the index of refraction given by 

~ n(t) = :!i_ f~(z, t)dz, 
. L Jo (III.4) 

where N(z,t) is the free carrier density as a function of time and distance within 

the sample. Therefore, the total phase difference between two successively 

transmitted beams is ~¢(t) = ¢(t) + ¢0 [57]. 

By considering the above conditions, it is straight forward to show that 

the transmitted field of the etalon is given by 

where Ec1 is the electric field amplitude after the first pass through the sample. 

In the above equation a = a 0+afc' where a 0 is the residual linear absorption 

coefficient and afc is the free carrier absorption coefficient given by u1cN(t). 

Here CYfc is the free carrier absorption cross-section. Multiply Eq. (III.5) by its 

complex conjugate and use the relation cos( B)=l-2sin2( B/2), we obtain the 

transmitted intensity to be, 

It(t) = (1 - Ii) Ic1(t) 
(1- Iia)2 1 + (2F / n-)2Sin 2 [~¢(t) / 2] 

(III.6) 

where Jc1 (t) is the cavity intensity at z = L after the first pass, Ii = r'2 is the 

power reflection coefficient of the sample surfaces, and Ila.= Ii exp(-aL) is the 

effective reflection coefficient. F is the total finesse of the etalon given by 
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F FRFF/ (FR2 + F/)112 [56] where FR is the reflectivity finesse and FF is the sur

face flatness finesse. The reflectivity finesse is defined as rc(Ra)1/ 2 /(1-Ra) and FF 

is equal to S/2 where S is the fractional wavelength deviation from planeness 

across the sample surface. The maximum Fin our experiment is about 2. 

The laser beam is Gaussian in its spatial profile and nearly-Gaussian in 

its temporal profile given at the entrance plane (z=O) of the sample by Eq. II.5. 

Because the plane-wave approximation results from the 100 µm pinhole at the 

rear surface of the CdTe etalon, the radial dependence in Eq. (II.5) is no longer 

considered. The rate equation of the photogenerated carrier density is then 

given by 

oN(z, t) p f2(z, t) N(z, t)-N0 
--'--=----m 2hm .Tm 

(ID.7) 

where pis the two-photon absorption coefficient and N 0 is the free carrier den-

sity without illumination. 

Since the confocal parameter of the beam is larger than the thickness of 

the sample (external self-action) [21], we can neglect the transverse Laplacian in 

the wave equation for the propagation inside the nonlinear medium. As a re-

sult, we get a nonlinear wave equation in one dimension fro~ which we obtain 

the irradiance at a distance z inside the sample ~o be 

ol(z, t) = -a 0 J(z, t)- p I 2(z, t)- a fcN(z, t)I(z, t). 
oz 

(ID.8) 

a1c is, in general, dependent on the laser pulse duration [22]. The attenuation of 

the irradiance in the right hand-side of Eq. (ID.8) is due to linear absorption, 

TP A and FCA, respectively. 
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In order to find IcJt) for Eq. (III.6) and ~n(t) for Eq. (III.4), we have to 

solve Eqs. (ill.7) and (III.8) numerically. To do this, we divide the sample 

thickness into n equally-spaced layers. We also assume that the concentration 

of the photogenerated carrier density, N(zpt) = Nit), is constant in each layer 

but different from one layer to another and the transmitted irradiance of a layer 

is an input irradiance for the next one. The index j is an integer representing 

the layer number. Then Eq. (III.8) can be integrated to give, 

(ill.9) 

where aj = a0 + o-1fiit), l is the thickness of the slice and j = 1, 2, 3, ... , n. 

The input irradiance at the first slice is Io(t) = (1- R)I(O, t) and the transmitted 

irradiance at z=L is Ic1(t) = Ij=n(t). By considering Io(t) to be the input irra-

' . ' . 

diance for the first layer then the solution of Eq. (ll.7) gives N1(t) which can be 

used in Eq. (ill.9) to find Ii(t) and this in turn can be used in Eq. (III.8), as an 

input irradiance to the second layer, to find N2(t). We repeat this process until 

we find Nn( t)and In(t). Eq. (III. 7) is solved numerically by using Runge-Kutta 

method [24]. After finding IcJt) and ~n(t), Eq. (III.6) can be used to predict 

the transmitted intensity of the etalon. 

4. Results 

In this section, we present the response of the CdTe etalon. At low 

power, in the linear regime, the transmitted and the reference signals were de-

tected such that they were overlapped (in-phase). This was done to make sure 
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that any shift in the peak of the transmitted pulse was due to the induced non

linear change in the medium. 

We were able to demonstrate optical switching, pulse compress10n, and 

optical limiting by changing the input intensity and the initial detuning of the 

etalon. The hysteresis loops of the output intensity versus the input intensity 

were found to rotate either clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the input 

intensity and the initial detuning. The experimental and theoretical results were 

done for different input intensities and different initial detuning of the CdTe 

etalon. The latter was achieved by r~tating the etalon. The values of Bi were in 

the range of O - 2.3 degrees. For different 0/s it was necessary to translate the 

sample such that the center of the laser beam coincides with that of the 100 µm 

pinhole attached to the rear surface of the CdTe etalon. This means that the 

incident laser beam was hitting different spots on the front surface of the sam

ple. Although the samples were polished to J./4 which would normally result in 

a flatness finesse (FF) of 2, visual inspection indicated the presence of imperfec

tions which varied across the sample surface. This suggests that the FF might 

vary slightly across the sample surface. Therefore, we allowed FF to slightly 

vary from 1 to 3 for different values of the angle of incidence. FF was the only 

adjustable parameter in fitting the experimental results. 

The results shown in Figure III.2 correspond to ¢0 =-0.lJr and a peak in

put intensity of 14.8 MW /cm 2. Figure III.2(a) shows the temporal profile of the 

input intensity (dotted line), and the corresponding experimental (hollow circles) 

and theoretical (solid line) transmitted intensities. Both, the input and output 

pulses are normalized to the peak of the input pulse, i.e., divided by the peak 

intensity of the input pulse. Notice that the top of the output pulse is flat, an 

L\ 
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indication of an optical limiting action. The hysteresis loop, Figure III.2(b), 

shows the limiting action in both the leading and the trailing parts of the pulse. 

Figure ill.2(c) shows the transmission of the etalon as a function of time. From 

this Figure, we can deduce the switching time needed by the etalon to go from a 

low to a high transmission state and vise versa. Initially, at low power, the 

etalon has a high transmission of 0.82 then as the input power increases the 

transmission starts to decrease till it reaches a minimum transmission of about 

0.6 then the transmission goes up to 0.83. Following Fidorra et al. [46] we de

fine the switching-down time n and the switching-up time n to be the times 

needed by the etalon to go from 10% to 90% of the step. From Figure III.2(c) 

't,I.. is 3. 7 nanoseconds and rt is 3.6 nanoseconds. All switching times are accurate 

to two significant figures. 

In Figure III.3 we show the results for ! 0 =17.7 }.;fW/cm2 and ¢0 =-0.l1r. 

Figure III.3(a) shows switching in the leading part of the transmitted pulse. 

The peak of the transmitted pulse is now shifted to the right relative to the peak 

of the reference pulse. The switching intensity is about 14.9 }.;fW /cm2• The 

output intensity is almost flat for the range of the input intensity from 12.4 

MW /cm2 to 16.3 MW /cm2 [see Figure III.3(b)]. The hysteresis loop shows opti

cal switching. In that Figure, the output suddenly increases for input intensities 

larger than 16.3 MW /cm2• However, when the input intensity of the trailing 

pulse reaches 16.3 MW /cm2 again, the output intensity starts to decrease. The 

switching times, n and n, from Figure III.3(c) are the same and are equal to 

2.6 nanoseconds. 

For ¢0=0.l81r and ! 0 =12 MW /cm 2, the temporal profile of the transmit

ted pulse experienced compression as shown in Figure III.4(a). The input pulse 
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Figure III.2. Experimental and theoretical results for ! 0 =14.8 MW /cm 2, ¢0 =-0.ln
and Fy--1. The results show an optical limiting action. (a) The input (dotted 
line) and output intensities as a function of time. Open circles are the experi
mental transmitted temporal profile and the solid line is the theoretical result 
obtained from Eq. (III. 7) using the following values for the parameters: ng= 2, t0 

= 5 ns, t1 = 8.8 ns, n 0 = 2.84, a 0 = 0.3 cm-1, /3 = 22 cm/GW, CJ'fc= 25xlff18 cm2, 

r=12 ns, N 0 = 3x1014 cm-3, and CJ'r= -6xlff21 cm3. (b) The corresponding hys
teresis loop. ( c) The ratio of the output to input intensities as a function of 
time. The switching times are n=3. 7 ns and rt =3.6 ns. 
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Figure ill.3. Experimental and theoretical results for ] 0 =17.7 MW /cm2, ~ 0 =-0.l1r 
and Fr-1. The remaining parameters are the same as in Figure 2. From (c) 
the switching times are n=2.6 ns and rt =2.6 ns. 
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has a duration of about 11 nanoseconds (FWHM) while the emerging pulse has 

a duration time of about 6.7 nanoseconds (FWHM). The hysteresis loop of the 

input-output relation is shown in Figure III.4(b ). In Figure III.4( c) the etalon 

initially has a transmission of about 0.6; then when the input intensity becomes 

6.7 MW /cm2 the transmission increases to 0.8 followed by a switch-down to 0.4. 

The switching times are rt =1.5 ns and r-1, =2.2 ns. Figure III.5 shows the re

sults for 10 =15.4 MW /cm2 and ¢0=0.l8.1r. The input and output temporal pro

files are shown in Figure III.5(a). Notice the switching in the trailing part of the 

pulse. The corresponding hysteresis loop in Figure III. 5 (b) shows optical 

switching. When the input intensity of the leading edge of the pulse is about 14 

MW /cm2 the output intensity starts decreasing. However, when the input in

tensity of the trailing part of the signal reaches 14 MW /cm2 the etalon switches 

to a state of almost constant output for the range of input intensities from 14 

MW /cm2 to 10.8 MW /cm2• For an input intensity less than 10.8 MW /cm2 the 

output intensity starts decreasing. From Figure III.5(c) rt =1.6 ns and n =2.2 

ns. Initially the etalon transmission is 0.64; then it increases to maximum 

transmission of 0.79 followed by a transmission minimum of 0.35. Figure III.6 

shows the results for ¢0 =-0.24.1r and ] 0 =11.4 MW /cm 2. The result of Figure 

III.6(a) is similar to the that of Figure III.2(a); the top of the output pulse is flat 

for a certain range of input intensities. However, in this case the limiting action 

starts to appear when the input pulse reaches its maximum. The hysteresis loop 

in Figure III.6(b) shows that the output intensity increases linearly until the in

put pulse reaches 10 • The etalon then switches to a state where the output in

tensity is constant while the input intensity is decreasing. When the input in

tensity of the trailing part of the pulse is 8.4 MW /cm 2, the output intensity 
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Figure III.4. Experimental and theoretical results for ! 0 =12 MW /cm2, ¢0 =0.l81r 
and F p-3. The remaining parameters are the same as in Figure 2. Notice the 
pulse compression in (a). The switching times are n =1.5 ns and n=2.2 ns. 
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Figure ill.5. Experimental and theoretical results for ! 0 =15.4 MW /cm 2, 

¢0 =0.181Z" and Fy-3. The remaining parameters are the same as in Figure III.2. 
Notice the switching in the hysteresis loop. The switching times are n =1.6 ns 
and n=2.2 ns. 
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decreases linearly to zero. For the leading part of the signal, the etalon trans

mission is 0.5. The etalon then switches to a higher transmission of about 0.74 

with a switching-up time of 2.8 ns. The transmission as a function of time 

shown in Figure ill.6(c) resembles the step function behavior where the trans

mission is in one of two output states. Using the same initial detuning of Figure 

ill.6 and ! 0 =17.7 M.W /cm2, the results shown in Figure III.7 are obtained. The 

output temporal profile of Figure ill.7(a) shows switching in the leading part of 

the pulse. The corresponding hysteresis loop indicates that the output intensity 

is almost constant for the range of the input intensities from 10.6 M.W /cm2 to 

13.8 M.W /cm2 in the leading part of the pulse. When the input intensity of the 

trailing part of the signal is about 17 MW /cm 2, the output intensity starts to 

decrease. This Figure also shows optical switching. The transmission as a 

function of time, Figure III.7(c), shows that ,the transmission is low at the be

ginning and at the end of the pulse. At low input intensity the transmission is 

low, about 0.54. It then decreases to 0.47 with switching-down of -r,1,=l ns fol

lowed by switching-up of -rt =2 ns after which the etalon transmission becomes 

0.74. The etalon then switches down to 0.44 with -r,1, = 2.9 ns and remains in 

this state. 

5. Discussion 

We attribute the cause of the switching to the nonlinear change in the 

index of refraction induced by the free carriers generated via the two-photon ab

sorption process. The nonlinear refraction coefficient, O"r, in Eq. (III.I) can be 

estimated by using one of two different band-filling theories. The first is based 

on the work done by Auston et al.[19] and the second is the dynamic Moss-
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(b) 

z 0 . 0 .___.__.__.__.___.____.__.---'---'---'--'--L......L....i......,__._..__. 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

Normalized Input intensity 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Time (ns) 

Figure III.6. Experimental and theoretical results for fo=ll.4 MW /cm 2, ¢0 =-
0.241r and F p-2. The remaining parameters are the same as in Figure III.2. 
Again a limiting action is shown in (a) for range of intensities different than 
those of Figure III.2. The hysteresis loop shows switching in the trailing part of 
the pulse. Under these conditions there is only switching from a low transmis-
sion to a high transmission state with rt =2.8 ns. 
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Figure III.7 Experimental and theoretical results for fo=17.7 NfW/cm2, ¢0 =-
0.24Jr and F ~2. The remaining parameters are the same as in Figure III.2. In 
this case the hysteresis loop shows clear switching in the leading part of the 
single. The switching times are rt =2 ns and n=2.9 ns. 
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Burstein model (DMBM) [31]. Based on the work done by Auston et al., the 

change in the index of refraction due to the free carriers is given by tin= a-rN, 

where Ur is given by Eq. II.18. In the discussion part of chapter II, we found 

Ur= -6.2x10-21 cm3 which is very close to the result ( CYr=-6.0xl0-21 cm3) obtained 

by fitting of the experimental results. This indicates that the change in the 

nonlinear refraction is due mainly to the electron-hole plasma generated by the 

TPA process. Said et al. [30] has modified the work done by Wherrett et al. [31] 

to be valid for the case of two-photon absorption. He found that both models 

gave the same value for Ur. 

The values of the parameters used in fitting the experimental results of 

the present work are the same values obtained earlier by us [58]. They are: 

n 0 =2.84, a0 = 0.3 cm-1, /J = 22 cm/GW, a-1c= 25x10~18 cm2, r =12 ns, and Ur= -

6 10-21 3 
x cm. This seems to suggest that these values for the nonlinear parame-

ters of CdTe at A=l.064 µm are accurate. In our previous study (chapter II), 

we were able to predict the experimental results for different input intensities 

and different distances from the exit plane of the sample for both the spatial and 

temporal profiles. Similarly, in the present study, we are able to fit the experi-

mental results of the transmitted temporal profiles for different input intensities 

and different initial detunings of the etalon. Moreover, the values of these non-

linear parameters are in good agreement with the most recent results in the lit-

erature [30, 23]. 

Another potential mechanism that could change the index of refraction is 

thermal heating. We estimate the nonlinear change due to thermal effects to be 

two orders of magnitude smaller than the change induced by the free carriers. 

To do this we assume a steady state condition for which the temperature any-
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where inside the sample is the same.. Of course, this assumption will overesti-

mate the value of the change in the index of refraction. Following the same 

method used in reference [59] we find that for two-photon absorption the maxi-

mum change in the index of refraction caused by thermal heating is given by 

(III.10) 

where ! 0 is the peak input intensity, p = 22 cm/GW is the two-photon absorp-

tion coefficient, 'fp = 11 ns is the pulse duration, and p and Cv are the density 

and specific heat of CdTe with the values 5.852 g/cm3 and 0.044 cal/g °C, re

spectively. Using the above equation with 10= 20 MW /cm2 and dn/dT = 

ll.75xlff5 0 C-1 [27], we obtain Anmax = + 4xlff6• However, by using Eq. (III.4) 

with the value of ar given above, the maximum change in the index of refraction 

for ! 0 =20 MW /cm2 is -5xlff 4• Again, the value o'btained using Eq. (III.10) is 

larger than what it might be, even though it is much smaller than the change 

induced by the free photogenerated carriers.· Moreover, this thermally induced 

change is positive while the result from Eq. (III.4) is negative. In our previous 

study [58] of the spatial and temporal profiles reshaping of. nanosecond pulses . . 

emerging from CdTe samples, we showed that the dominant contribution to the 

change in the index of refraction was due to the free carriers generated via two-

photon absorption. The spatial profile experienced self-defocusing, a clear indi-

cation of the negative change in the index of refraction. Moreover, in the pres-

ent work the input intensities used were smaller than those used when we stud-

ied the reshaping effects. 
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6. Conclusion 

The observation of all-optical switching in CdTe etalon at room tempera

ture using nanosecond pulses at 1.064 µm was reported. The input intensity re

quired to achieve the switching was found to be dependent on the initial detun

ing of the etalon. Under different conditions, we were able to observe optical 

limiting action and pulse compression from the CdTe etalon. A model was de

veloped whereby the origin of the nonlinearity was due to the free carriers gen

erated by the two-photon absorption process. These carriers were found to in

duce a nonlinear change in the index of refraction that controlled the transmis

sion of the etalon. Good agreement between the theoretical and the experimen

tal results was found. 



CHAPTER IV 

LASER INDUCED TRANSIENT AND PERMANENT GRATING 

IN Eu3+ -DOPED SILICATE GLASSES 

1. Introduction 

Photoinduced permanent and transient refractive index gratings in rare

earth-doped (Eu3+, pr3+) silicate, phosphate, and germinate glasses have been 

reported [1-7,60]. These gratings were formed and detected using the nondegen

erate four-wave mixing technique. The transient component of the grating was 

attributed to a population grating while the permanent component was ex

plained by a two-level system model based on a thermally induced change in the 

local environment of the rare-earth ions [4]. It has been proposed that the non

radiative relaxation of the excited state of the rare-earth ions create several high 

energy phonons resulting in a structural modification at the rare-earth ions sites. 

The results of Broer et al. [61,62] showed that the model mentioned above is not 

complete and that it does not explain their results. Broer et al. reported that all 

the pr3+ -doped samples that they studied showed neither a transient nor a 

permanent grating. Moreover, some of the Eu3+ -doped samples exhibit only 

transient gratings. These results showed that the two-level system model is not 

complete and perhaps some other mechanism is responsible for creating the 

permanent grating in these glasses. For more details one can refer to Ref. (61]. 

56 
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In this chapter we report the FWM results in several of Eu3+ -doped sili

cate glasses. Some of these glasses contain dual alkaline modifiers (B16, B18, 

B20, B22, B24, and B26) and others are N~O enriched (B29, and B30). The 

scattered efficiency of theses samples will be compared to determine the role of 

the divalent alkaline network modifiers and the effect of their relative concen

trations on the grating formation. We use the results of the N a20 . enriched 

samples to understand the effect of the concentration of Na+ on the permanent 

grating formation. · Also, the results describing the effect of the write-beams 

wavelength will be reported and discussed. A theoretical model was developed 

in order to determine the induced change in the index of refraction. This model 

considers the diffraction of a Gaussian probe beam from a volume grating 

formed by two intersecting Gaussian beams. 

2. Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure IV.1. Nondegenerate FWM 

was used to measure the scattered efficiencies resulting from laser-induced grat

ings (LIG) in several Eu3+-doped silicate glasses. LIG in these samples were 

formed by allowing two laser beams (write-beams) to intersect inside the sample 

with a crossing angle 2Bw. The values of Bw that we used were 1.9°, 2.5°, and 

3.25° (measured in air). All experiments were performed using the output of cw 

Argon laser operating in the TEMoo mode. The Gaussian profile of the beam 

was confirmed by using a laser beam profiler. The Eu3+ ions were excited to the 

5D2 level by the 465.8 nm laser line of the Argon laser. The write-beams were 

obtained by splitting the main laser output beam into two beams. By using two 

mirrors these beams were redirected to cross each other at the location of the 
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Argon Laser 

PMT 

L 

L 

He-Ne Laser 

Figure IV.l. The FWM experimental setup. The symbols are: M- mirror, L
lens, PMT- photomultiplier tube, ND- neutral density filter, IF- interference fil
ter, and BS- beam splitter. 
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sample. The optical path lengths of the write-beams are equal to within the 

coherence length of the laser. The write-beams were focused using two lenses 

each of which had a 50 cm focal length. The spot size of each beam was 

Ww=lOO µm that corresponds to a Rayleigh range of 6.7 cm (in air). The total 

power of the write-beams was in the range 8 mW to 60 mW. In order to form a 

grating perpendicular to the front and back surfaces of the sample, the reflection 

of each write-beam should be antiparallel to the incident direction of the other. 

For this purpose the sample was placed on a mount that could be rotated and 

tilted. 

To determine the existence of the LIG, we used the output of a He-Ne 

laser operating at 632.8 nm. · We will refer to this beam as the read (probe) 

beam. The read-beam wavelength was selected to be different than that of the 

write-beams in order to make the detection of the scattered signal easier. The 

read-beam was counter propagating along one of the write-beams (see Figure 

IV.1) with a small angle between them (Br-Bw). The probe beam was focused 

such that its spot size at the position of the sample was about 100 µm. In order 

to get the maximum scattering efficiency, the read beam was incident on the 

sample surface with an angle Br so that the Bragg condition was satisfied. Br is 

defined relative to the normal of the sample surface. The power of the read 

beam at the sample surface was 4.3 mW. 

The scattered signal (beam) was detected by a Hamamatsu R1547 pho

tomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled to a personal computer. An interference filter 

at 632.8 nm was placed directly in front of the PMT to prevent any stray Argon 

light and sample fluorescence from being detected with the diffracted signal. In 

order to get absolute values for the power of the scattered beam, we calibrated 
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the output of the PMT voltage usmg different neutral density filters and a 

known power of the He-Ne laser. This calibration gave us a relation between 

the laser power detected by the PMT and its output voltage. By measuring the 

PMT output voltage we were able to obtain the scattered power in absolute 

units. 

3. Theory 

(a) Plane Wave Approximation 

When a plane wave is incident on a uniform grating the diffracted effi-

ciency is given by [63]. 

a rL . rcL!!i.n . h rcL!!i.a 
cos((/ J C, cos((/,)) ( 4 cos( (/J ( {[ ]2 [ ]2} 17 = exp sm . + sm . . (IV.l) 

Here L is the grating thickness, ar is the absorption coefficient of the read wave 

(probe wave), and er is the angle between the read beam and the normal to the 

grating surface. In the above equation !!i.n and !!i.a are the average nonlinear 

changes in the index of refraction and the absorption coefficient, respectively. 

Experimentally, plane waves can be achieved by expanding the laser 

beam and then selecting the central part of the beam using an aperture. How-

ever, a considerable amount of laser power will be lost. In most cases, the resul-

tant weak plane wave cannot be used experimentally. In practice, we use (most 

of the time) Gaussian laser beams in performing experiments that involve light-

matter interactions. For such cases the above result can be applied only if the 

following conditions are satisfied [63]. 
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1) The width of the interaction region must be large compared to the spatial 

period of the grating, A, (ww >>A). This limits the degree of focusing of the 

write-beams. 

2) The grating thickness (the overlap length of the write-beams) must be larger 

than the sample thickness, d. i.e., [2ww/tan( Bw)] >> d where Bw is the crossing 

angle. When [2ww/tan( Bw)] >> d, the grating volume within the sample is uni

form like that generated by two-plane waves. 

3) The attenuation due to the absorption of the write-beams, aw, must be very 

small. i.e., awd << 1. This also affects the uniformity of the grating inside the 

sample. If the absorption of the write-beams is not negligible then the grating 

will not be uniform at different points throughout the sample. 

4) The read-beam spot size should be much larger than that of the write-beam. 

i.e., wr >> Ww. This is a necessary condition for the read-beam to satisfy the 

plane wave approximation. When wr >> Ww, the central portion of the read

beam will interact with the grating volume. This indicates that most of the 

read-beam power will not be used in the scattering process. 

However, when we study the grating formation and the scattering effi

ciency, we encounter experimental conditions that will not satisfy the above 

conditions. In such cases we cannot use the plane wave approximation formula 

to analyze the experimental results. This suggests that we should develop a 

model for the scattered efficiency that takes into consideration the real nature of 

the laser beam. In the following section we deal with the grating formation and 

the scattering efficiency for the case of Gaussian beams. 
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(b) Gaussian Beams 

We investigate the scattering efficiency of a Gaussian probe beam (read-

beam) from a weak volume grating formed by two-crossed Gaussian beams 

(write-beams). The analysis will be carried out for small crossing angles, 20 << 1 

radian. In our analysis we consider the case where the center of the volume 

grating is at the origin of the coordinate system and is located in the middle of 

the medium (see Figure IV.2). 

y 

Figure IV.2. The diagram shows two intersecting Gaussian beams which create 
a volume grating pattern. The x-direction is pointing into the page. Each beam 
makes an angle B with the z-ax:is in the y-z plane. 

In general we write the electric field of a Gaussian beam m the q-

parameter formalism as 

E = E0 --1!:_ exp[-ik(L) - i(kz' - mt)], 
. q(z') 2q(z') 

(IV.2) 

where Ea is the field amplitude, p 2 = x' 2 + y' 2 , q(z') = q0 + z' , q0 = zmv} / A, 

and w 0 is the beam spot size. The prime coordinates represent the coordinate 

system of each individual beam. For a beam propagating at a small angle, B, 
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with respect to the z-axis in the y-z plane, we have the following transformation 

of the coordinate system 

e2 e2 
x' ~ x, y' ~ y-y2 - zB, and z' ~ z - z 2 + yB. (IV.3) 

In the above equation, we used the approximations sin( B),:,:!B, and cos( B)>'::!l

( B2 /2). By substituting Eq. (IV.3) into the electric field expression of Eq. 

(IV.2) and using the approximation y << z and (:) << 1, we obtain 

E = E0 -
0 exp -ik + yB - z- - i(kz - mt) . (IV.4) q [ (x2+(y-zB)2 e2) ] 

q(z) 2q(z) 2 

If the length of the overlap region between the two interacting Gaussian beams 

(lint>'::! w0/ B) is smaller than the Rayleigh range (1fW/ / J) then we can assume 

q(z)>'::!q0 which leads to the following result for the electric field. 

· [ x2 + (y _ zB)2 . ( e2) . ] 
E = E0 exp - w; - ik y(:) - z 2 - i</J , (IV.5) 

where¢ = kz - mt. Define E1 and E2 to be the electric fields of the two write-

beams which make an angle Bw and -Bw with the z-axis, respectively. Then from 

Eq. (IV.5), we obtain 

[ x 2 + (y-zBw)2 . ( B!) ·,1.,] E1 = E10 exp - Wfw - ik yBw - z2 - 'l,'f' (IV.6) 

and 

X + y+z w . w , 
[ 2 ( {:) )2 ( (:)2 ) ] 

E2 =E20 exp - wJw + ik yBw + z 2 -i<p (IV.7) 

Assume that E 10=E20=E0 and w1w= w2w= Ww then the intensity of the grating 

pattern of the two Gaussian beams is 
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(IV.8) 

which yields the following result 

I ( p2 + z2e2) I(x,y,z) = ~[cos(2kyew) + cosh(4yzew / w~)]exp -2 2 w . 
2 Ww 

(IV.9) 

Here 10 is the peak intensity. In the above equation, the cosine term is respon-

sible for the modulation (oscillation) of the intensity pattern as y is varied. The 

cosine-hyperbolic term controls the superposition ( degree of overlap) of the two 

intersecting beams in the z-direction. The exponential term represents a Gaus-

sian envelop in three-dimension. The second term in the exponential causes the 

intensity to decrease as the absolute value of z increases. In other words, this 

term attenuates the intensity of the fringe pattern in the z-direction. Notice 

that the maximum value of I(x,y,z) is at the origin and that the interference 

pattern is symmetric about the origin. Figure IV.3 shows typical results of the 

intensity pattern in the yz plane as described by Eq. (IV.9). From the cosine 

term, we find that the spacing of the fringes is A=A/2ew which is usually given 

by A=A/2sin( ew) [63] if the small angle approximation is not considered. 

We are interested in finding the scattered efficiency of the probe beam 

(read-beam) that makes an angle er with respect to the -z-axis when incident 

upon the volume grating. The scattered ( diffracted) beam makes an angle er 

with the z-axis. For this case one of the four terms in Eq. (IV.8) contributes to 

* the scattering efficiency. In fact, the term of interest is E 1E 2 which has a phase 

variation exp(-i2kwYew) that satisfies the Bragg condition. The phase variations 

of the incident and the scattered beams are exp(ikrYer) and exp(-ikrYer), respec-

tively. In the last three expressions we used the subscripts w and r with k to 
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z=0.0 cm 

0.02 0.03 

Z=0.5 cm 

0.02 0.03 

Z=0.8 cm 

0.02 0.03 

Figure IV.3. The interference intensity pattern of the two-crossed beams at dif
ferent positions along the z-direction. · Ww=O.Ol cm, Bw=l0 (in air), and x=O. 
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differentiate between the write-beam wavelength and that of the read-beam. 

From these expressions we find that kw()w:..__kr()r which is the Bragg condition al-

lowing the diffraction to take place. This conclusion will be clear from the re-

sults below. Let us define the normalized modulated intensity pattern of inter

est as M(x,y,z)=(l/4 1Eol2) E1E/ which can be expressed as 

1 ( x 2 + y 2 + z 2B! . ) M(x,y,z)=-exp -2 2 -c-i2kwYBw 
. 4 Ww . 

(IV.10) 

Equation (IV.10) shows that the envelop of the grating pattern 1s a three-

dimensional Gaussian distribution. 

Consider that the grating cre~ted by the write-beams is a purely real, 

phase grating, then we write the index of refraction of the medium as 

(IV.11) 

where n 0 is the linear ind~x of refraction, X.m is the maximum nonlinear change 

in the dielectric constant, and Anm is the maximum change in the nonlinear in-

<lex of refraction given by Anm=(l/2)n0zm· The nonlinear polarization as a re

sult of the read-beam impinging on the grating volume .in the -Br direction is 

given by 

2eAnm 
P(x,y,z) = M(x,y,z)Er(x,y,z). (IV.12) 

no 

In the above equation e is the permittivity of the medium and Er(x,y,z) is the 

electric field of the read-beam which has the same mathematical form of Eq. 

(IV.7). Because of absorption the function M(x,y,z) will not be symmetric on 

both sides of the origin and as a result the modulation at two identical points to 
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the right and to the left of the origin will not be the same. Therefore, it is nee-

essary to include the absorption of the write-beams in the expression of 

M(x,y,z). This means that M(x,y,z) should be multiplied by exp{-aw[z + 

(L/2))}. Also, to include the absorption of the read-beam we multiply Er(x,y,z) 

by exp{-(ar/2)[z - yer +(L/2)]}. In the last two expressions L is the sample 

thickness and aw and ar are the linear absorption coefficients of the read-beam 

and the write-beams, respectively. The polarization then can be written as 

P( ) _ J),.nmEEro (-aL) ( 2 p 2 + z2e; x 2 + (y + zBr )2 ) x,y,z - exp .. -- exp - 2 - 2 
2n0 2 Ww Wr 

(IV.13) 

( arerY) ( .(2k e k e )y . kre~z . ,1,) xexp -az+ .. ·2 exp -1, w w- r r +i-2--7,'f' 

In the above equation a _;._aw+ar/2. From the expression exp[-i(2kwew 

- krer )y] it is clear that the scattered beam should be in the er direction in or-

der for the phase matching condition of Bragg scattering to be satisfied. Then 

kwew=krer is the Bragg condition for the scattering to take place as mentioned 

before. This means that the Bragg scattered beam makes an angle er with the 

positive z-axis. 

In order to find the scattered electric field Es(x,y,z), we use the paraxial 

wave equation with P(x,y,z) as a source term. Then the nonlinear wave equa-

tion in the medium reads 

n 2 E ( ) . 8Es(x, y,z) 2 P( ) 
v T 8 X, Y, Z - i2kr = -(t) r µ X, Y, Z • az (IV.14) 

V} represents the transverse Laplacian given by V} = 82 / 8x2 + 82 / fty2 in 

rectangular coordinates. (t)r is the angular frequency of the read-beam and µ is 
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the permeability of the medium. In arriving at Eq. (IV.14) we used the slowly-

varying-amplitude approximation i.e., we assume that the variation of Es(x,y,z) 

with z occurs only over distances much larger than an optical wavelength. Be-

cause of the complexity of P(x,y,z), Eq. (IV.14) can be solved by either direct 

use of numerical methods or by the use of Green's-function integral which in 

turn can be solved either analytically or numerically depending on the exact 

form of P(x,y,z) and the limits of the integral. By using the Green's-function 

integral method, the solution of Eq. (IV.14) can be expressed as 

Es (x, y, z) = -w~µ Jff P(x', y', z')G(r', r)dx'dy'di' (IV.15) 

where G(r', r) is the Green's-function which is a solution to the homogeneous 

paraxial Helmholtz wave equation (82 / 8x2) + (82 / fJJJ2)- i2kr(8 / 8z) = 0. It is 

very well known that one of the solutions for this equation is the paraboloidal 

wave 

1 ( x2 + y2) U(x, y, z) = - exp ikr ---
z 2z 

(IV.16) 

which is the paraxial approximation of the spherical wave. Therefore, G(r', r) 

can be written as 

G(-, _) 1 (· rc (x' - x)2 + (y' - y)2 ) r ,r = exp i-
4rc(z' - z) Ar (z' - z) 

(IV.17) 

If we ignore the absorption due to both the write- and the read-beams then one 

can find a closed form for E8 (x,y,z) by taking the limit as Z---)oo after which the 

three integrals can be evaluated as infinite Gaussian integrals. Of course, this 

case can be applied only when the volume grating is completely contained within 

the medium. This has been done for the case where the sample thickness is 
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larger than the volume grating length (2ww/ Bw) [64]. However, experimentally 

we often investigate samples that only contain part of the volume grating. In 

such a case, we should integrate over z' form -L/2 to L/2. In practice the ab-

sorption of both the write- and the read-beams should be included in order to 

fairly compare the scattering ·efficiencies of samples with different thicknesses. 

Even in this case the integrals over .x' and y' still can be evaluated -oo to oo from 

which a closed form results. However, the integral over z' has to be evaluated 

numerically since the limits of the integral are -L/2 and L/2. In order to solve 

Eq. (IV.15), we need to rewrite it in the following form 

. · L/2 
-OJ 2 µdin E e-(aL/2) 

Ea (x, y, z) = r m ro · f F(x, y, z, z')dz' 
. 87mr · -L/2 

(IV.18) 

where 

F(x, Y, z, z') = Fx• (x, z, z')Fy' (y, z, z')-1-
. z'-z · 

( 2 ,282 ,282 k ) 
Z w Z r , , r '02 xexp - ----az +i-z 2 . 2 2 r 

. Ww Wr 

(IV.19) 

In Eq. (IV.19) Fx•(x,z,z') and Fy•(y,z,z') represent the integrals over x' and y', 

respectively. Below we give the results of these integrals. 

A 2 2 
1=a +b. 

-too 

Fx•(x,z,z') = eibx2 J exp[-(a-ib)x' 2 -i2bxx']dx' 

(IV.20) 
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Fy' (y, z, z') = eiby2 f exp[-(a - ib )y'2 + (d + ic)y']dy' 

= eiby2 ~ exp[(d +ic)2] = ~ eCB:i+iB1) v~ 4(a-ib) v~ 
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(IV.21) 

Here d=[(arf)r/2)-(20rz'/w/)], c=(kr0r-2kw0w-2by), B1=by2+{2acd+[b(d2-

c2)/4A1]}, and B 2={[a(d2-c2)-2bcd]/4Ai}. If we combine Eqs.(19) and (20) we· 

obtain 

(IV.22) 

Then by using Eqs. (IV.18), (IV.19), and (IV.22), the scattered field can be 

written as 

2 ,A E -(aL/2) 
E ( ) _ -OJrµEunm roe (~ -~ ) sx,y,z - vR+iv1 

8nr 
(IV.23) 

where ER and E1 are the real and the imaginary parts of the integration over z' 

given by 

Lf/2 (a cos(8a) - b sin(8a)) 8 
ER= e 2 dz' 

-L/2 A1(z'-z) · 
(IV.24) 

and 

Lf/2 (b cos(8a) + a sin(8a )) 8 
E1 = e 2 dz' 

-L/2 A1 (z' - z) . 
(IV.25) 

8 2 and 8 3 in the last two equations are given by 8 2=BrAr8z'2- az and 

8 3=B1+A3+81z, where 8=[2(0w /ww) 2-(0r /wr)2] and 81=(1/2)kr0/. Now, we 

should be able to get a value for the scattered field by methods of numerical 

evaluation of Eqs. (IV.24) and (IV.25). But our aim is to find the scattering ef-

ficiency of the grating. To do so we need to find the scattered power which is 

defined as 

(IV.26) 
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Because the incident power of the read-beam 1s Pr=(rcwr2Er//4~µ / & ) the 

scattering efficiency of the grating is given by 

(IV.27) 

From Eqs. (IV.27) and (IV.23) and by using µc=(2rc/ ArlVr)2, the final expression 

of the scattering efficiency of the volume grating is 

(IV.28) 

It is important to note that 1J is not simply proportional to 1/w/ or 1/ Ar4 since 

the function inside the integral does not explicitly show the wr and Ar depend-

ence. 

In order to determine l:!J.nm all we need to know is the experimental value 

for 17. By using the above result one can find how the efficiency of the grating is 

changing as a function of sample thickness, write-beam crossing angle, read-

beam wavelength, and the ratio of the read-beam spot size to that of the write-

beam. 

4. Results 

(a) Results of the Theoretical Model 

By using the theory developed in the previous section, one can determine 

how the scattered efficiency will behave as a function of the crossing angle, the 

sample thickness, and the read beam wave length. Most of the time we are in-
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terested in classifying samples according to their scattering efficiency. However, 

this task becomes difficult if the thicknesses of these samples are different. In 

such case we cannot compare these samples by direct comparison of their effi

ciencies; rather we need to find the nonlinear change in the index of refraction, 

for each sample, which is another mechanism in comparing samples. In this 

section, we show some theoretical results using the theory of the previous section 

in addition to experimental verification of the theory. Two samples of the same 

composition will give different values for the efficiency if they have different 

thicknesses. However, the corresponding change in the index of refraction, An, 

should be the same in both samples. This can be used as a tool to check the 

prediction of the theory. For this purpose, we measured the scattered efficiency 

of four samples that have different thicknesses. Samples B16CS and B16SQ 

have the same composition (the compositions are listed in Table IV.2) as do 

samples B24CS and B24SQ, although different from that of the first set. An for 

these samples are shown in Table IV.l. As we expect the change in the index of 

refraction induced in each pair is very much the same. Also, for each sample 

that we have studied we found that An is basically the same regardless of the 

crossing angle. This is to be expected, because the value of An that we are cal

culating is the maximum value at the center of the crossing beams and at the 

center of the grating. This result is further evidence that the model is predict

ing the results accurately. To continue checking the theoretical model, we calcu

lated the scattered efficiency as a function of Ow for different samples. The theo

retical results and the corresponding experimental ones are shown in Figure 

IV.4. It is clear that the results are in very good agreement. 
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Table IV.l. Experimental result for B16CS, B16SQ, B24CS, and B24CS 
usmg Pw=28 mW and Bw=l.9°. 

Sample Ls T/ ( TJ/ tJ.n2) tJ.n 

(mm) (xl0-6) (x10+6) (xl0-6) 

B16CS 6.52 8.14 2.33 1.87 

B16SQ 1.62 2.49 0.72 1.86 

B24CS 7.24 65.8 1.88 5.92 

B24SQ 4.18 64.0 1.92 5.78 

From our model we can predict ho':'7 the efficiency varies as a function of 

sample thickness. Figure IV.5 shows the results for two cases. In one case the 

absorption is zero and the other case the absoq~tion is not zero. Notice that the 

model predicts the L~ dependence of the efficiency for sample thicknesses (Ls) 

much smaller than the grating thickness (La). This kind of result is predicted 

by the plane wave approximation [Eq. (IV.l)] for the scattered efficiency. For 

the case were the absorption is zero the scattered efficiency increases linearly 

then it starts to saturate as Ls becomes comparable to La and it becomes con-

stant for Ls > La as expected. However, for the case where the absorption is 

considered, the efficiency increases until Ls reaches a critical value after which 

the efficiency starts to decrease. The value of Ls depends on the absorption 

coefficient and the grating thickness. This clearly shows that the model can be 

used to estimate the optimum sample thickness required to give the maximum 

scattered efficiency. 

The intensity profile of the scattered beam can be predicted using our 

model. For Ww = wr and Aw -:f:. Ar we found that the scattered beam could have 
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Figure IV.4. Theoretical ( lines) and experimental (dark circles) scattered effi
ciencies for B18 and B26 using different crossing angles. The normalization was 
done by dividing the results by the value of 1J at Bw=l.9°. 
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Figure IV.5. Scattered efficiency as a function of sample thickness. The follow
ing parameters were used in getting these results: Ww=Wr= 0.01 cm, nw=l.57, 
nr=l.55, and Bw=l.9°. 
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either a circular or an elliptic Gaussian profile depending on the relative v~lues 

of Ls and LG. For samples with Ls<< LG the scattered beam profile was found 

to be the same as that of the incident beam. Basically if the incident beam is 

circular Gaussian the diffracted beam will be a cir.cular Gaussian as well. If Ls 

is comparable or larger than LG the scattered beam will have an elliptic Gaus

sian profile. In fact, this is what we observed experimentally because Ls is com

parable to LG for most of the samples that were studied. For degenerate FWM 

( Aw = Ar) 01_1r model shows that the scattered beam profile is independent of the 

relative values of Ls and LG as far as Ww · wr. Figure IV.6 shows the contour 

plots corresponding to the scattered beam profiles for different conditions. The 

diagrams shown in Figure IV. 7 help understanding the results of the diffracted 

beam profile. For the case where Ls << LG, all the diffracted energy stays 

within the boundary of the beam wh.ile .the :r:ead-beam interacts with the grating 

region, see Figure IV.7(a). When Ls is comparable to LG, the diffracted energy 

from the input end of the grating region will walk out of the read-beam before it 

(the read-beam) completes its interaction with the grating region. · The differ

ence in the diameter of the read-beam and the diffracted beam in the y-direction 

is !iy, see Figure IV. 7(b ). This difference is what causes the diffracted beam to 

have the elliptic profile. The degenerate FWM case is shown in Figure IV.7(c). 

The scattered energy stays within the boundaries of the probe beam regardless 

of the thickness of the sample. 

(b) Experimental Results 

To study the LIG, we performed different measurements using a variety 

of glass samples and different exper1mental conditions. The identity of the 
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Figure N.6. Contour plots of the diffracted beam for Ww=Wr=O.Ol cm, 
Aw=465.8 nm, nw=l.57, La=9 mm, and Bw=2° (a) Ls=l mm, (Ls << La) 
nr=l.55, and Ar=632.8 nm. (b) L 8=10 mm, nr=l.55, and A.r=632.8 nm (c) 
L 8=l0 mm, nr=l.57, and Ar=465.8 nm. 
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Figure IV.7. (a) The probe beam and the diffracted beam when Ls<< La. (b) The 
probe beam and the scattered beam when Ls is comparable to La. (c) The probe 
beam and the diffracted beam when Aw = Ar-
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samples and their composition are listed in Table IV.2. Some of the linear pa

rameters for these samples are listed in Table IV.3. The indices of refraction 

were measured using the Brewster angle technique (see appendix c) and the ab

sorption coefficients were measured using a Cary 05 spectrometer. Throughout 

the chapter we will refer to these samples by their ID's. 

The scattered efficiency was investigated as a function of the write-beam 

power (Pw), Ow, and different write-beam wavelength. The general procedure we 

used is as follows. The write-beams were kept on until the scattered signal 

power reached its maximum. Then both write-beams were blocked, over a pe

riod of 0.5 min to 2 min, in order to determine the transient component of the 

scattered signal. This was followed by unblocking one of the write-beams in or

der to start the erasing process. Most of the time, these steps were repeated 

twice during the same scan. A typical result is shown in Figure IV.8. In some 

other scans the write-beams were kept on for a long time after the scattered sig

nal reached its maximum so that the evolution of the grating could be studied. 

When the writing process started, a scattered signal appeared immediately fol

lowed by a gradual increase in the signal intensity until it reached its maximum. 

The signal build-up usually occurred over a period of one to several minutes de

pending on the sample, the total power of the write-beams and the crossing an

gle. The scattered signal was observed to decay slowly if the write-beams were 

kept on after the signal reached its maximum, see Figure IV.9. The decay rate 

was different for different samples. 

The build-up time (tb1) was found to decrease by increasing the write

beams power (Pw). Also, by increasing the crossing angle, tb1 seems to decrease 

except at high Pw where it was constant. If we partially erase the grating after a 
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Table IV.2. Identity and Composition of the Eu3+-doped Silicate Glasses. 
All Samples contain 2.5 mol% Eu20 3. 

Sample Composition mol% 

ID Si02 Al20 3 Na2 0 MgO CaO SrO BaO 

B16 68.25 2.925 14.625 5.85 5.85 

B18 68.25 2.925 14.625 5.85 5.85 

B20 68.25 2.925 14.625 5.85 5.85 

B22 68.25 2.925 14.625 10.53 1.17 

B24 68.25 2.925 14.625 10.53 1.17 

B26 68.25 2.925 14.625 10.53 1.17 

B28 69.71 2.779 13.893 11.12 

B29 64.84 2.779 18.761 11.12 

B30 61.43 2.630 22.910 10.53 

Table IV.3. Some of the linear parameters for the samples used in the study. 
Ls is the sample thickness, nw ( nr) is the index of refraction, and aw ( ar) is the 
linear absorption coefficient. The subscripts w and r refer to the write-beam 
and read-beam, respectively. Aw=465.8 nm and Ar=632.8 nm. 

Sample Ls {mm} nw nr aw {cm-1} ar {cm-1} 

B16 6.52 1.57 1.55 0.650 0.096 

B18 3.84 1.59 1.57 0.855 0.101 

B20 3.43 1.58 1.57 1.450 0.370 

B22 4.15 1.57 1.55 1.056 0.160 

B24 7.24 1.58 1.55 0.914 0.140 

B26 5.17 1.57 1.56 1.186 0.180 

B28 4.68 1.57 1.56 1.156 0.141 

B29 5.47 1.56 1.54 1.301 0.323 

B30 4.52 1.54 1.52 1.521 0.461 
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Figure IV. 8. Typical FWM scan using B29. W- writing, B- blocking, and E
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Figure IV.9. The time evolution of the diffracted signal. This result was taken 
using B29. The signal started to decrease after it reached its maximum when 
the write-beams were kept on. 
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maximum value is reached and start writing again, the signal will not go back to 

its previous maximum value as can be seen from Figure IV.8. However, if the 

erasing and writing processes took place during the signal build-up (before the 

signal reached its maximum) we found that the signal continued to grow until it 

reached its maximum, see Figure IV.10. 

The erasing rate was found to be dependent on Pw and the stage of grat

mg development i.e., the evolution of the grating. When Pw increased, the 

erasing rate increased as well. If the erasing process started during the signal 

building-up, we found that the erasing rate was faster than that when the eras

ing process started after the signal reached its maximum value, see Figure IV.11. 

In general, as the signal evolved in time its erasing rate became slower. For ex

ample, the rate of erasing the grating after 5 min of writing was faster than 

erasing it after 10 min. The erasing rate showed no appreciable dependence on 

the write-beam crossing angle. 

When the write-beams were blocked, the signal intensity rapidly decayed 

to a value between 50% - 90% of the maximum value. Of course, this depends 

on the sample, the crossing angle and Pw. This fast reduction in the signal in

tensity is what we call the transient component of the signal which is in the 

range 10% - 50% of the maximum value of the scattered power. The transient 

decay is in the ms time scale and its decay time constant is the same as that of 

the fluorescence decay rate for the 5 D 0 - 7 F0 transition of the Eu3+ ion. This 

rapid decay is the same for all samples checked and is independent of Pw, see 

Figure IV.12. In some samples, this fast decay was followed by a slow increase 

of the scattered signal which leveled off at a final permanent value. However, in 

some other samples the fast decay was followed by a slow decrease of the signal 
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Figure IV.11. The erasing rates during the signal build-up. This data is taken 
from the previous figure. As the grating became stronger its erasing required 
more time. 
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over a period of 14 - 16 min after which the single leveled off. For all samples, 

the transient signal was dependent on Pw, Bw, and the writing time of the grat-

ing. The scattered power of the transient signal increased as Pw increased and 

Bw decreased. The dependency of the power of the transient component of the 

signal (Pir) on the grating evolution is different from that of the erasing rate. 

Figure IV.13 shows that during the signal build-up Pir increases until it reaches 

its maximum value when the power of the total signal reaches its maximum. Pir 

decreases as we keep the write-beams on after the total signal reached it maxi-

mum. 

. . » 
The wavelength of the laser write.:.beams was changed such that the Eu 

10n could be excited with both on- and off-resonance radiation. The wave-

lengths used were 465.8 nm for on-resonant excitation and 472. 7 nm, 488 nm, 

and 514.5 nm for off::resonant excitation. The signal build-up time was found to 

increase as the write-beam wavelength increased. The scattered power was 

maximized for the resonant excitation. Also, the erasing rate was faster when 

we used the 465.8 nm. 

(i) The Effect.of the Dual-Alkaline Ions 

To study the role of the dual-alkaline modifiers in the formation of the 

LIG, we used 6 samples that have different alkaline ions with different concen-

trations. The composition of these samples is given in Table IV.2. The group 

of samples B16, B18, and B20 are members of the same family which we call the 

16-family. In this family the concentration of both alkaline ions is the same, 

5.85 mol%. Mg will be referred to as the first alkaline while Ca, Sr, and Ba will 

be referred to as the second alkaline. In these samples, we change the second 
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Figure IV.12. (a) Transient signal decay with time constant 2.27 ms. (b) The 
fluorescence decay with time constant 2.3 ms. This data was taken using Bl6. 
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alkaline modifier only. 

The group of samples: B22, B24, and B26 will be called the 22-family. In 

all samples of this family the first alkaline (Mg) has a concentration of 11.14 

mol%. The concentration of the second alkaline modifier (Ca, Sr, Ba) is 1.17 

mol%. Using both families, we studied the effect of the dual-alkaline ions and 

their relative concentration on the grating formation. As we will see, the rela-

tive concentration of the first and second alkaline ions seems to play an impor-

tant role in the formation of the grating and the scattering efficiency. 

First I will present the experimental results for B18 as a representative 

sample of the 16-family. Then the experimental results of the B16, B18, and 

B20 will be presented for comparison purposes. The scattering efficiency of 

both the maximum and the transient components of the signal for different val-

ues of Pw and Bw is shown in Figure IV.14. Notice that both the transient and 
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Figure IV.13. This figure shows how the transient component of the signal de
pends on the evolution of the permanent grating (B24). 
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the maximum scattered efficiencies start to level off at values of Pw larger than 

28 mW. This behavior is true for all samples studied. The initial increase in 

the scattered efficiency is not clear as to whether it is linear or quadratic. The 

three data points we have are not enough to show a clear behavior. Figure 

IV.14 also shows that the scattered efficiency decreases as the crossing angle in-

creases. This is a typical behavior of the FWM experiment. By increasing Bw 

the grating length becomes smaller and this in turn reduces the interaction re-

gion between the read-beam and the grating. The nonlinear change in the index 

of refraction lln due to the structural change in the material can be deduced 

from the experimental value of the efficiency and the theoretlcal model discussed 

in the theory section. From the theoretical. model we find ( 17/ lln2) for each 

sample, see Table IV.4. The value of ( 17/ lln2) depends on the sample thickness, 

the absorption coefficient, and the crossing angle, Bw. Then by knowing the ex-

perimental efficiency 17 we can deduce a value for lln. Figure IV.15 shows llnmax 

Table IV.4. Calculated values of (17/lln2) for Ae=465.8 nm and Ap=632.8 nm. 

Sample ( 17 / .fln 2)aw=l.9 ° ( 17 / lln 2)aw=2.5 ° ( 17 / lln 2)aw=3.25 ° 
{x106} {xl06} {x106} 

B16 2.327 1.394 

B18 . 1.813 1.295 0.856 

B20 1.325 0.983 

B22 1.798 1.242 

B24 1.877 1.098 

B26 1.727 1.101 0.667 

B29 1.624 1.009 

B30 1.519 1.005 0.622 
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and lintransient as a function of Pw for Bl8. The decay of the scattered signal via 

the erasing process for different Pw values is shown in Figure IV.16(a). It is 

clear that the erasing rate increases as the write-beam power increases. Again 

this result is a typical behavior of the FWM experiment. However, the results 

shown in Figure IV.16(b) indicate that the decay rate has no appreciable de-

pendence on the crossing angle, Bw. 

The grating build-up time was found to decrease by increasing Pw, see 

Figure IV.17. In fact this was the case for all samples that were studied. The 

results of tbl as a function of Bw showed that tbl decreases by decreasing Bw for 
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fin vs Pw for Bl8. 
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small values of Pw. But for large values of Pw, the dependence of tbl on Bw was 

not appreciable. For these samples the ratio of the transient component of the 

scattered power to the maximum scattered power was very high compared to 

the rest of the samples studied. This ratio could go as high as 50% of the 

maximum scattered power for large Pw values. However, this does not mean 

that the absolute value of the transient signal is higher than that for the rest of 

the samples. In fact, the samples of this family have the smallest transient 

power. Figure IV.18 shows the (~ransient / Pmax) as a function of Pw for Bl8. 

In order to determine which sample gives the strongest scattered power, 

we need to compare the results of these samples according to their nonlinear 

change in the index of refraction, 11n, which is a direct measure of the grating 

strength. It is important that we make the comparison according to 11n rather 

than 17 because these samples have different thicknesses and absorption coeffi

cients which affect both the strength of the grating and the scattered power. As 

mentioned above, we use the experimental results of 17 to deduce the nonlinear 

change in the index of refraction. The results of B16, B18, and B20 are plotted 

in Figure IV.19. From these results we see that as the mass of the second alka

line increases the value of 11n decreases i.e., the scattering efficiency decreases. 

This trend was also observed when different values of Pw and Bw were used. The 

difference in !in for the sample which has Sr and that which has Ba is very 

small. In fact, 11n for B20 is a little larger than that of Bl8. The explanation of 

these results will be presented in the discussion section. Unfortunately, it is dif

ficult to compare the erasing rates and the signal build-up times for these sam

ple because they have different thicknesses. This affects the effective power that 

is responsible for the grating formation and the erasing process. In order to 
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justify the above statement, we used two samples with the same composition 

(same composition of B16) but different thicknesses. We found that the signal 

build-up and the erasing processes are faster for the thin sample despite the fact 

that both samples were exposed to the same write-beam power, see Figure 

IV.20. This clearly shows that samples with different constituents must have 

the same thickness in order to compare their signal build-up times and their 

erasing rates. The erasing rates for B18 and B20 were found to be the same. 

We should mention here that these two samples have cm:nparable thicknesses, 

see Table IV.3. The experimental data for B16, B18, and B20 are listed in Ta

bles IV.5 and IV.6. 

B26 was used as a representative sample for the 22-family. The scattered 

powers of the samples in the 22-family are considerably higher than those of the 

16-family. Figure IV.21 shows the scattered efficiency and the nonlinear change 

in the index of refraction as a function of Pw. Notice that these results have the 

same behavior reported for the B18 except that the scattered efficiency is larger 

in this case. To compare the samples of the 22-family we show the results of 11.n 

in Figure IV.22. In this case the scattered efficiency increased by increasing the 

mass of the second alkaline modifier. The explanation of this result and its con

nection to the relative concentration of the two alkaline modifiers will be dis

cussed in the discussion section. The signal build-up time results show no ap

preciable dependence on the mass of the second alkaline. This kind of observa

tion might not be completely true because these samples have different thick

nesses. By comparing the erasing rates of B22 and B26, we find that B26 has a 

faster decay rate than B22. This means that if the signal build-up is fast the 

erasure of the grating will be fast as well. Figure IV.23 shows the ratio of 
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Table IV.5. The maximum scattering efficiency and !in for the 16-family. 

PW 
0 

!inBw=l.9 1JBw=l.9 
0 

17Bw=2.5 
0 

!inBw=2.5 
0 

17Bw=3.25 
0 

!inBw=3.25 
0 

(mW) (10-6) (10-6) (lff6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 2.62 1.20 1.22 0.97 0.43 0.71 

18 3.72 1.43 2.44 1.37 2.02 1.54 

28 6.28 1.86 3.90 1.74 . 2.86 1.83 

44 7.14 1.98 5.37 2.04 3.57 2.04 

60 6.82 1.94 5.12 1.99 3.33 1.97 

PW 
0 

!inBw=l.9 
0 0 

!inBw=2.5 
0 0 

!inBw=3.25 
0 

1JBw=l.9 17Bw=2.5 17Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10-6) (lff6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 3.90 1.30 

28 14.3 2.48 8.37 2.45 

44 14.3 2.48 
•:•:···:•:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:,•,;.:-:-:,•,•,:,:,:-:,:,;,:-:-:-: ... ·,;,:,: . ····-:-·-·.·.·-:-·-:-·-:-:-:-:-:-·-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-·-:,:-:-·-:-·-·-·-:-·-·-:-:-·-:-·-·-:-·-:,: ..... ·.:-:-·-:-·-·.·-·.·.·.·· .. · ........ ····,·.•.•,•,•,•.•,·,•,•,·.·.·.·.·.···········-·.·,·.·.·································-·.·.•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•.•,•,•,',•,•,•.·,: 

17Bw=2.5 
0 

(mW) 

28 4.77 1.90 3.49 1.88 
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Table IV.6. The transient scattering efficiency and tm for the 16-family. 

Pw 0 

~nBw=l.9 
0 0 

~nBw=2.5 
0 0 

~nBw=3.25 
0 

T/Bw=l.9 f/Bw=2.5 f/Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10-6) (10"6) (10"6) (10"6) (10-6) (10"6) 

8 0.55 0.55 0.33 0.51 0.11 0.37 

18 1.09 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.50 0.76 

28 2.44 1.16 1.46 1.06 0.86 1.00 

44 3.33 1.36 2.44 1.37 1.48 1.32 

60 3.60 1.40 2.56 1.41 1.52 1.33 

PW 0 

~nBw=l.9 
0 0 

~nBw=2.s 
0 0 

~nBw=3.25 
0 

T/Bw=l.9 f/Bw=2.5 77Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) . (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 0.33 0.37 

28 1.98 0.92 1.86 1.16 

44 3.57 1.24 

0 

77Bw=2.5 ~nBw=2.5 ° 77ow=3.25 ° ~nBw=3.25 ° 

(mW) 

44 1.40 1.03 1.07 1.04 
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Figure IV.21. (a) The diffracted efficiency as a function of Pw for different Bw 
values using B26. (b) The corresponding change in the index of refraction vs 
Pw. 
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(Ptransient / Pma,,J as a function of Pw for B26. By comparing the results of Fig-

ures IV.18 and IV.23 we see that the transient component of the scattered power 

of B26 is smaller than that of B18. Although the absolute value of the transient 

power of B26 is higher than that of B18. The experimental results for the sam-

ples of the 22-family are listed in Tables IV. 7 and IV.8. 

In order to clearly see the dependency of An on the concentration and 

type of the second alkaline modifier, we plot the data of both families in Figure 

IV.24. From this Figure we see that for the 16-family the efficiency decreased as 

the mass of the second alkaline ion increased. However, the 22-family results 

show that the scattering efficiency increased when the mass of the second alka-

line modifier was increased. Notice also that all samples of the 22-family yielded 

higher efficiencies than those of the 16-family. The interpretation of these re-

sults will be presented in the discussion section. 

8 
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Figure IV.24. The change in the index of refraction !in for the 16-family and 
the 22-family. Notice the difference in the behavior as the mass of the second 
alkaline ion increased. 
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Table IV.7. The maximum scattering efficiency and !::.n for the 22-family. 

Pw 0 

!::.nBw=l.9 
0 0 

17Bw=l.9 17Bw=2.5 !::.n0w=2.s 
0 

17Bw=3.25 
0 

!::.nBw=3.25 
0 

(mW) (10-6) (lff6) (lff6) (lff6) (10-6) (lff6) 

8 40.2 4.83 24.1 4.68 11.7 4.18 

18 48.1 5.28 35.7 5.70 16.9 5.03 

28 74.4 6.56 45.2 6.41 29.5 6.65 

44 74.7 6.58 44.5 6.36 30.2 6.73 

60 70.7 6.40 45.2 6.41 27.3 6.40 

Pw 0 

!::.nBw=l.9 
0 0 

.l::.n0w=2.s 
0 0 

!::.nBw=3.25 
0 

T/Bw=l.9 T/Bw=2.5 T/Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10-6) (lff6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (lff6) 

8 34.0 4.35 

28 49.8 5.26 35.0 5.31 

44 43.5 4.92 

Pw 0 

!::.nBw=l.9 
0 0 

!::.n0w=2.s 
0 0 

!::.nBw=3.25 
0 

T/Bw=l.9 T/Bw=2.5 T/Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (lff6) 

8 41.9 4.72 

28 65.8 5.92 37.9 5.88 

44 69.5 6.09 
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Table IV.8. The transient scattering efficiency and !in for the 22-family. 

PW 0 

Ii n Bw= 1. g 
0 0 

17Bw=l.9 17Bw=2.5 !in0u.,=2.s 
0 

17Bw=3.25 
0 

!inBw=3.25 
0 

(mW) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (lo-6) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 4.55 1.62 1.67 1.23 1.19 1.34 

18 6.89 2.00 4.05 1.92 1.90 1.69 

28 12.0 2.64 7.14 2.55 3.86 2.41 

44 14.4 2.89 8.57 2.79 6.14 3.03 

60 14.9 2.94 8.81 2.83 5.46 2.86 

Pw 0 

!inBw=l.9 
0 0 

!in0u.,=2.s 
0 0 

!inBw=3.25 
0 

17Bw=l.9 17Bw=2.5 17Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10~6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 3.72 1.44 

28 7.73 2.07 4.55 1.91 

44 9.30 2.27 

PW 0 

!inBw=l.9 
0 0 

!in0u.,=2.s 
0 0 

!inBw=3.25 
0 

17Bw=l.9 17Bw=2.5 77Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10~6) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 2.38 1.13 

28 6.05 1.80 3.64 1.82 

44 1.34 2.67 
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(ii) Sodium Enriched Eu3+ -Doped Silicate Glasses 

The Na,:iO enriched samples are B29 and B30. In theses samples the con

centration of Na20 was increased mainly at the expense of the Si02 concentra

tion. The measurements done on these samples were like those performed on 

the rest of the samples. The scattered efficiency as a function of Pw and Bw has 

the same behavior observed with the rest of the samples. We found that by in

creasing the N a20 concentration the scattered efficiency and. the erasing rate 

were decreased and the signal build-up ti~e was increased. Figure IV.25 shows 

the experimental results of the scattered efficiency for both samples. Again the 

scattered signal starts to saturate for Pw values larger than 28 mW. For these 

two samples the permanent signal ~as observed to decay slowly when both 

write-beams were blocked. This slow decay was taking place over a period of 14 

- 16 min after which the signal levels off. The sample with the larger amount of 

Na20 was found to have the larger decay rate. The decay of the permanent 

grating while both write-beams were blocked is shown in Figure IV.26(a). To 

erase the permanent grating, only one of the write-beams was incident on the 

sample. The erasing rates show that B29 can be era.sed faster than B30, see 

Figure IV.26(b). In Table IV.9 we list the experimental results for both sam

ples. 

(iii) The Dependence of the Grating Formation on the Write-Beam Wavelength 

To study the role of the write-beam wavelength (...tw) on the LIG, we used 

B 28 · because it has the best scattering efficiency among all the samples studied. 

The experimental configuration is the same as that shown in Figure IV.1. 
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Table IV.9. The maximum scattering efficiency and b.n for B29 and B30. 

Pw 0 

b.n0w=1.9 
0 0 

b.nBw=3.25 
0 

17Bw=l.9 17Bw=3.25 

(mW) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 8.37 2.35 3.57 2.40 

18 11.1 2.70 4.52 2.70 

28 14.2 3.06 6.51 3.24 

44 14.2 3.06 6.28 3.18 

60 14.2 3.06 6.67 3.28 

PW 0 

b.nBw=l.9 
0 

17Bw=l.9 
0 

17Bw=2.50 b.n0w=2.so 0 

(mW) (10-6) (10-6) 

8 28.1 4.16 

28 38.3 4.86 23.9 4.87 

44 41.4 5.05 
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Throughout these measurements we kept Pw= 44 mW and Bw=2.5° (measured in 

air). The wavelengths used were 465.8 nm for on-resonant excitation and 472.7 

nm, 488 nm, and 514.5 nm for off-resonant excitation. In all cases, the laser 

beam has a Gaussian spatial profile. As in the previous experiments the spot 

sizes of both the write-beam and the read-beam were 100 µm. In order to study 

the effect of the different wavelengths, we measured the signal build-up time, the 

maximum scattered efficiency, and the erasing rate of the grating. The signal 

build-up time (tb1) was found to increase with increasing Aw. Figure IV.27 shows 

the build-up time as a function of Aw. It was observed that the erasing rate de

creased with increasing Aw. Figure IV.28 shows the erasing rates as a function 

of time for all wavelengths .used in this study. Notice the dramatic change in 

the erasing rate when Aw was changed from 465.8 nm to 488 nm. 

The experimental results of the scattered efficiency vs Aw is shown in Fig

ure IV.29. The scattered efficiency ( 17) at Aw=465.8 nm is about 4 times larger 

than that at Aw= 472.7 nm. The Figure shows that l] decreases appreciably for 

values of Aw larger than 465.8 nm and then it decreases slowly for large values of 

Aw. The change in the index of refraction was deduced from the experimental 

value of 17 and the results of the theory presented in the theory section of this 

chapter. The transient component of the scattered signal decreased when Aw in

creased. Table IV.10 shows the experimental values of the scattered power ( 

P8), efficiency ( 77), linear absorption ( aw), and the signal build-up time, tbl· The 

calculated values of ( 77/ !in2) and !in are also shown. 
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Figure IV.27. The signal build-up time as a function of the write-beam wave
length using B28. The solid line is guide to the eye. 
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Figure IV.29. The scattered efficiency versus Aw for B28 using Bw=2.5° and 
Pw=44 mW. 

Table IV.10. Experimental results for B28 using Pw=44 mW and Bw=2.5°. 

Aw aw tbl Ps 1] (77/An2) An 

(nm) (cm-1) (min) (nW) (xl0-5) (x10+6) (xl0-6) 

465.8 1.16 1.4 450 10.5 1.16 9.49 

472.7 0.38 7.5 118 2.74 1.67 4.06 

488.0 0.29 25 52 1.24 1.80 2.63 

514.5 0.21 34 19 0.45 1.96 2.31 
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5. Discussion 

From previous [1] and recent [65] measurements its clear that the rare

earth ions such as Eu3+ ions are essential elements in the grating formation in a 

variety of glass samples. Samples that contain < 1% or 0% Eu3+ do not produce 

any permanent grating. When exciting the Eu3+ ion to the 5D2 level, a decay to 

the lower 5DJ (J=0,1) levels occurs via nonradiative decay processes [66,67]. 

The radiationless relaxation takes place through multiphonon emission of several 

high-energy phonons [67]. The energy level diagram for Eu3+ ion is shown in 

Figure IV.30. The high-energy phonons provide the thermal energy for some 

cations to hop to different sites in the glass network. These phonons can pro

duce temperature changes on the order of -103 K [l]. The importance of these 

high-energy phonons appears from the results of the write-beam wavelength de

pendence. Moreover, if the Eu3+ ion is excited only to the 5D0 level, no perma

nent grating formation is detected [2]. In order to get the maximum number of 

phonons one needs to excite the Eu3+ ions resonantly using the 465.8 nm line 

from a cw Argon laser. The resonance excitation is important in obtaining a 

maximum Bragg diffracted power. However, the claim that permanent gratings 

cannot be formed and erased until the Eu3+ ions are resonantly excited [1-6] is 

not correct. Our results using different write-beam wavelength show that laser 

induced gratings can be written and erased using on- and off-resonance excita

tions. By pumping the Eu3+ ions with off-resonance radiation the number and 

the energy of the high-energy phonons decreases leading to a decrease in the 

number of cations having the potential to migrate. This in turn reduces the 

grating strength. Using off-resonance excitation causes the scattered power to 
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decrease, the build-up time to increase, and the erasing rate to become slower. 

Ionic conductivity measurements in some of these glasses [68] and the 

grating build-up time suggests that ionic migration from the bright regions to

wards the dark regions of the interference pattern is possible. It has been found 

that the activation energy of the ionic conduction of the alkali ions [69] decreases 

by adding Al to the glass composition. The scattered efficiency from samples 

that contain Al was found to be larger than the efficiency from samples that did 

not have Al [65]. The ionic migration will result in a structural change in the 

bright regions and in the region where these ions become trapped. This will af

fect the polarizability of both regions which in turn results in a change in the 

index of refraction. Photoinonization of Eu3+ is not likely to be the mechanism 

responsible for the permanent grating formation because neither the exciting 

wavelength nor the pumping power is suitable to photoionize the Eu3+ ions. 

Our results show that light cations (Na+, Mg2+, · Ca2+) are the charges 

that are likely to migrate in the glass network. The fact that the diffracted 

power depends on the mass of the alkaline ions rules out the possibility that the 

electrons are the charges that move inside the glass. sr2+ and Ba 2+ cations seem 

not to participate in the migration process. This is to he expected, because 

these alkaline ions have large masses as compared to Mg2+ and Ca2+. The re

sults shown in Figure IV.19 suggests that Ca2+ ions participate in the migration 

process unlike Sr2+ and Ba 2+ cations. If Ca 2+ ions were not migrating from the 

bright regions then the efficiency of Bl6 should be similar to those of Bl8 and 

B20. 

To explain our results and the role of the alkali and alkaline ions on the 

grating formation, we assume that the Eu3+ ion is responsible for creating the 
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high-energy phonons due to its radiationless transition from the 5D2 to 5D0 level. 

Since the thermal diffusion in glass is slow these high energy phonons will create 

nonthermalized vibrational energy around the Eu3+ ion which leads to a struc

tural change in the local environment of the Eu3+. As a result of the very high 

local temperature some of the cations ( alkali and/or alkaline ions) will hop from 

the region of constructive interference (bright region) towards the region of de

structive interference (dark regions). To help in explaining our results, we show 

a local region of the glass network including Eu3+, alkali, and alkaline modifiers 

in Figure IV.31. 

(a) Effect of the Second Alkaline Modifier 

In general, we get strong grating formation (permanent and transient) if 

considerable number of cations are able to migrate from the bright regions to

wards the dark regions. This can be seen by comparing the efficiencies of the 

16-family and the 22-family. The 16-family has a larger number of heavy alka

lines as compared to the 22-family. This behavior is to be expected, because by 

increasing the number of the small-light ions like Mg2+ and, at the same time, 

decreasing the number of the heavier ions like Ca2+, the system will have more 

mobile ions that can migrate. 

To explain the effect of the second alkaline modifier we use the data of 

the 16-family. We noticed that the heavier these cations become, the smaller 

the scattering efficiency. When the concentration of the CaO is comparable to 

or exceeds that of the MgO, the efficiency will be affected in two ways: 

(i) The number of cations that has the potential to migrate from the bright re

gion is going to decrease because the Ca2+ ions are heavier, and thus, less mobile 
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• 0 0 
Si 0 Na Mg Eu'+ 

Figure IV.31. Schematic two-dimensional representation of the structure of sili
cate glass including Na, Mg, and Eu ions. 
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than the Mg2+ ions. In addition, the number of the Mg2+ ions has been reduced 

by the CaO substitution. Once again, it should be emphasized that Sr2+ and 

Ba2+ are too massive to undergo any appreciable hopping as can be seen from 

the results shown in Figure IV.19. The results of French et al. showed that the 

diffracted efficiency decreased as the mass of the alkaline ions increased [7]. 

(ii) The Ca2+ might occupy a significant number of sites near the Eus+ ions 

which reduces the probability for the Mg2+ and/or Na+ ions to occupy these 

same sites. This reduces the number of Mg2+ and Na+ ions that might be able 

to migrate. Therefore, we should expect to see less diffracted power as the mass 

of the second alkaline ion increases. In one way or another the second alkaline 

modifier is competing with the Mg2+ and Na+ ions on the sites near the Eu3+, 

especially when its concentration is equal or larger than that of the Mg2+ and 

Na+ ions. 

For the 22-family which has 11.12% MgO and 1.17% CaO (SrO, BaO) 

the scattering efficiency was higher than that of the 16-family. This clearly 

shows the importance of the light ions like Mg2+ for the grating formation. For 

the 22-family the scattering efficiency was found to increase as the mass of the 

second alkaline ion increased, Figure IV.22. This seems to contradict what we 

just mentioned in the previous paragraph. However, by examining the situation 

carefully we find that there is no violation of what we just discussed. In the 22-

family case we have larger number of the MgO than the second alkaline. This 

means that the main factor that affects the efficiency ( as far as the mobile ions)

is the number of the Mg2+ ions. Then what is the role of the second alkaline 

ion? To answer this question we should recall the fact that when large cations 

are part of the glass network they stretch the structure [70-72] and the glass 
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structure becomes less rigid. This suggests that the Mg2+ and Na+ ions might 

move more easily as the second alkaline ion increases in size and mass. Also, 

notice that the number of the second alkaline ions is not as large as Mg2+ or 

Na+ ions. Therefore, the competition between the second alkaline ions and 

Mg2+ or Na+ for sites near the Eu3+ ions is not a major factor. 

(b) Sodium Enriched Samples 

When the sodium concentration was increased beyond 14.63% , the scat

tered power decreased. This increase in the number of Na20 units was at the 

expense of the silicon concentration i.e., the number of Si02 units decreased. 

The results of these samples seem to c~mtradict what we stated in the beginning 

of this discussion ( the more mobile ions in the system, the more efficiency we 

get). That general statement is true but the relative concentration of these 

mobile ions has a limit after which the opposite behavior might be produced as 

in the case of sodium enriched samples. By increasing the concentration of 

Na20, the number of deep traps that are available for the ions that would mi

grate from the bright regions is smaller. Few of these available traps are deep, 

most are shallow. Therefore, many ions that migrate from the bright regions will 

be trapped in shallow traps. When the write-beams were blocked, the perma

nent grating for the sodium enriched samples decreased slowly over a period of 

14 min, then leveled off. This observation seems to support the explanation dis

cussed above since more ions can be thermally excited from the shallow traps. 

The fact that a strong electric field is created (because of the ion migration) 

some of the excited Na+ ions return to some sites in the previously bright re

gions. This means that the electrostatic attraction between the Na+ and the o-
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will lead to a partial decay in the permanent grating. The results of B30, Figure 

IV.26(a), suggests that more shallow traps are available as the Na20 concentra

tion increased. The permanent decay of B30 is larger than that of B29. This 

means that more ions in the case of B30 were attracted to the negative charge in 

the bright regions. The results of B29 and B30 indicate that the number of 

empty traps (mainly deep traps) decreases as the Na20 concentration increases. 

Therefore, larger numbers of the migrating ions will end up in shallow traps as 

can be seen from Figure IV.26(a). Our results suggest that the Na20 concen

tration in the glass should be adjusted carefully. 

( c) Transient Grating 

It is a fact that the transient diffracted power increases as the permanent 

grating strength increases. This mearis that the transient grating is coupled to 

the permanent grating. The fact that the transient decay time is the same as 

the fluorescence decay time ( as can be seen from Figure IV.12) of the 5D0 - 7F 0 of 

the Eu3+ ions suggests that the charge population of 5D0 state is responsible for 

creating the transient grating. However, the experimental results of the tran

sient signal depends on the evolution of the permanent grating {see Figure 

IV.13). This might indicate that the transient grating is not due to a popula

tion grating because one expects the transient signal to be the same as long as 

the write-beam power is constant. However, we should keep in mind that the 

population grating in this case is not isolated from the effect of the permanent 

grating. Two contributions may be controlling the transient grating, the po

larizability of the o- ions and the local environment of the Eu3+ ions. 
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When the cations migrate towards the dark region they leave behind elec

trons attached to the nonbriging oxygens. If these electrons become perturbed, 

then the polarizability of the oxygen ions will change causing the index of re

fraction of the bright regions to change. A possible cause of perturbation is the 

fluorescence of the Eu3+ ion. This is consistent with the fact that the transient 

decay time is the same as that of the fluorescence (see Figure N.12). Since the 

number of such nonbriging oxygen ions is proportional to the number of cations 

that migrate towards the dark regions, we expect the transient effect to increase 

as the permanent grating builds up. After blocking the write-beams the fluores

cence of the Eu3+ vanishes as does the transient signal. 

The local environment of the Eu3+ ions will change as a result of the ion 

migration. The interaction of the excited states of the Eu3+ ions with the envi

ronment controls the transient component of the index of refraction. The ob

served experimental results seem to support this explanation. 

(d) Writing and Erasing the Grating 

The results shown in Figure IV.11 clearly demonstrate that the erasing 

rate is dependent on the evolution of the permanent grating. As the permanent 

grating becomes stronger the erasing rate becomes slower. This can be under

stood in terms of ion migration. When one of the write-beams interacts with 

the grating region it excites both the bright and the dark regions. Both regions 

will be exposed to a uniform non-spatially modulated intensity. As a result, the 

high-energy phonons from the Eu3+ ions in the dark regions will provide the al

kali and the alkaline ions, which have migrated to the dark regions, with the en

ergy that enable them to hop back to sites in the bright regions. The attractive 
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electrostatic force between the positive ions and the negatively charged nonbrig

ing oxygen's will help this kind of process to take place. However, it is not nec

essary that all ions go back to their original sites. This is probably the reason 

why the signal will not go back to its maximum value if the grating was erased 

after the signal reached its maximum as shown in Figure IV.8. When the eras

ing process takes place before the grating reaches its maximum value, two things 

might happen: First,. the ions that start to migrate from the bright region to

ward the dark region have not migrated far away and this makes the return of 

those ions to the bright region easier and· faster. Moreover, most likely these 

ions will return to their original sites because they are not far away from them. 

As the writing process continues, the ions move farther away from their original 

sites and may therefore end up in sites different from their original ones during 

the erasing process. In such a case the signal will notreach its previous level if 

we start to write again after erasing. Second, during the early stages of grating 

formation, the number of ions that start the migration process might not be the 

total possible number of ions that will migrate from the bright regions when the 

grating formation is completed. This picture explains how the grating strength 

affects both the erasing rate and the signal growth after erasing, provided the 

erasing took place during the signal build-up. 

(e) Scattered Signal Saturation 

In all samples we noticed that the scattered power started to saturate for 

Pw values larger than 28 mW. The concentration of the Eu3+ ions is the only 

common factor among all the samples studied via the FWM technique. This 

suggests that the saturation is related to the concentration of the Eu3+ ions. 
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When Pw=28 mW almost all the Eu3+ ions in the bright regions are excited. 

This gives the maximum number of phonons which in turn leads to the maxi

mum structural change possible. This is why the diffracted power did not 

change greatly for Pw > 28 mW. The transient component of the scattered 

power showed a similar behavior, see Figures N.15 and N.21(b). These results 

support the previous explanation. If the all Eu3+ ions in the bright regions were 

excited then the population of the 5D0 levels should stay constant even if Pw is 

larger than 28 mW. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

In chapter II we presented experimental and theoretical results of self

defocusing and ring structure effects using CdTe single crystals. All experiment 

were performed at room temperature using nanosecond laser pulses at 1.064 µm. 

The spatial and temporal profiles of the transmitted beam were found to be de

pendent on the input irradiance · and the distance from the exit plane of the 

sample. Furthermore, the temporal profile results were dependent on the de

tected cross-sectional area of the transmitted laser beam. The transmitted spa

tial profile experienced broadening and l'.iiig; structure formation while the tem

poral profile showed pulse compression and modulation. The nonlinear effects 

were attributed to the free carriers generated via two-photon absorption (TPA). 

We developed a theoretical model which successfully explained the experimental 

results. Moreover, we were able to deduce accurate values for the two-photon 

absorption coefficient, free carriers absorption cross section, the nonlinear re

fraction coefficient, and the recombination lifetime of the free carriers. Finally, 

we found that the effect of the sample is to encode a radially and tern porally de

pendent phase shift which causes the reshaping as the pulse evolves in space and 

time. 

In chapter III, we reported the results of optical switching including opti

cal limiting and pulse compression using a CdTe etalon. The sample was 
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pumped with 11 ns pulses at 1.064 µm. The input intensity required to achieve 

the switching was found to be dependent on the initial detuning of the etalon. In 

this study we only detected the on-axis transmission of the etalon such that a 

plane wave approximation could be used. For this purpose a pinhole was at

tached to the exit surface of the sample. The induce a nonlinear change in the 

index of refraction which controlled the transmission of the etalon was due to 

the free carriers generated by the two-photon absorption process. In the theo

retical model we assumed that TPA took place during the first pass though the 

sample. This assumption is good, and accurately describes our results, since the 

sample surface reflectivity is small. If the sample reflectivity is 50% or more 

probably our model will not be able to predict the results accurately because 

TP A might take place during the second and the third passes through the sam

ple. Therefore, it will be interesting to develop a model which considers TPA 

beyond the first pass through the sample. 

We have investigated, via the four-wave mixing technique, the formation 

of the perm anent and transient gratings in Eu 3+ -doped silicate glasses. These 

measurements were performed using both on- and off-resonance frequencies from 

a cw argon-ion laser. The scattering efficiency, the grating build-up, and the 

grating erasure were investigated as a function of the write-beam wavelength, 

power, and crossing angle for several glass compositions. The diffracted power 

was found to be dependent on the concentration and the type of the alkaline 

ions. The decay time of the transient component of the scattered signal was 

found to be the same as the fluorescence decay time (2.3 ms). Therefore, we 

concluded that transient grading is attributed to the population grating of the 

excited Eu3+ ions. However, this population grating is controlled by the perma-
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nent changes that occur around the Eu3+ ions as a result of the ion migration 

from the regions of constructive interference. The permanent grating was at

tributed to a structural change of the glass in the local environment of the Eu3+ 

ions. A theoretical model was developed to deduce the nonlinear change in the 

index of refraction from the experimental diffracted efficiency. The model con

siders the diffraction due to the incidence of a probe Gaussian beam on volume 

grating formed by two intersecting Gaussian beams. 

The results of the 22-family showed that very small concentrations of the 

second alkaline ions increased the diffracted efficiency. Therefore, mixed alka

line ions should be adjusted carefully in order to improve the permanent grating 

formation. From the results of the sodium enriched samples we found that for a 

Na20 concentration increased above 15%, the diffracted efficiency decreased. 

Moreover, the permanent grating was found to decay slowly. These results sug

gest that the sodium concentration should be adjusted carefully with respect to 

the rest of the glass constituents. 

For future experiments, it is important to use samples with similar thick

nesses in order to compare their grating build-up time and erasing rates. In 

addition, this will enable the researcher to compare the samples according to 

their experimental efficiency. The grating was observed to decay slowly if the 

write-beams were kept on after the diffracted signal reached its maximum. 

The explanation of this behavior is still unknown. More experimental work 

is needed in order to understand the physical origin of this decay. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (II.1) 

The aim of this appendix is to derive Eq. (II.1) starting from the nonlin-

ear equation in the following form 

V2 (- ) _ ac(r, t) · a2 E(r, t) a2pCNL)(f, t) 
E r, t - µ 0 u + µo& 2 + µo 2 • 

at at at 
(A.1) 

µ 0 is the permeability of free space, & the dielectric constant of the material, and 

u is the conductivity. The electric field and the nonlinear polarization are de-

fined as 

E(r, t) = E(r, t) e-i(mt-kz) + C. C (A.2) 

p(NL)(r, t) = p(NL)(r, t) e-i(mt-kz) + C. C (A.3) 

where E(r, t) and p(NL)(r, t) are complex amplitudes. To simplify Eq. (A.l) we 

need to carry out the derivatives with respect to z and t using Eqs. (A.2) and 

(A.3). The derivatives with respect to x and y can be ignored for the case where 

the laser beam waist is approximately constant inside the sample i.e., thin sam-

ple approximation. 

BE _ (aE "kE) -i(mt-kz) -- -+i e 
az az 

82 E = (82 E + i 2k BE_ k2 E ·1e-i(mt-kz) 

az2 8z2 az ) 
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(A.4) 

(A.5) 



The derivatives with respect to time will give 

8£ _ (8E , E) -i(wt-kz) -- --iOJ e 
at at 

82£ - (82 E ·2 8E 2E) -i(wt-kz) --- ---i OJ--OJ e 
at2 at2 at 
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(A.6) 

(A.7) 

By using the slowly varying amplitude approximation we can rewrite Eqs. (A.5) 

and (A.7) as 

(A.8) 

82 E _ ( .2 8E 2E) -i(wt-kz) -- - -i OJ - - OJ e 
at2 . at (A.9) 

In a similar manner the second time derivative of the polarization can be ex-

pressed as 

82 l' _ ( .2 8P 2p) -i(wt-kz) 
-- - -i OJ - - OJ e 
at2 at 

(A.10) 

By substituting Eqs. (A.6), (A.8), (A.9), and (A.10), in Eq. (A.1) we obtain 

(A.11) 

Because k = OJ(µ 0 e)112 the second term in both the right-hand side and the left-

hand side of Eq. (A.11) are equal, hence cancel each other. The complex ampli-

tude of the nonlinear polarization is define in term of the third order nonlinear 

susceptibility, z(3), as 

(A.12) 
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Finally, by substituting Eq. (A.12) in Eq. (A.11) and replacing k by (am0 /c0 ) we 

obtain the desired result 

oE = (- aµoCo + i (J) z(3)1E12)E 
oz 2n0 4n0 c0 

(A.13) 



APPENDIX B 

DERIVATION OF Icr 

In this Appendix we derive an expression to estimate the critical irradi-

ance at which two-photon absorption (TPA) and free carriers a absorption 

(FCA) are equal. This means that the attenuation due to TPA is equal to that 

due to FCA. By substituting the relation 

/3 1(1-R) = CY1fi (B.l) 

in Eq. (II. 8) we obtain 

8N = /J((l -R)2 12 _ (1- R) IJ . 
at 2nm CY Jc r 

(B.2) 

Where R is the reflectivity of the sample. Assume that the laser pulse has a 

Gaussian temporal profile given by I 10 exp(-t/t0 )
2 then Eq. (B.2) can be inte-

grated to give 

~( )((1- R)Icr . 1 J Nmax = /JlofcrVlr 1- R J& - -. -
8nm CY JcT 

(B.3) 

In Eq. (B.3) we used fer to denote the critical irradiance that is the maximum 

input irradiance at which TPA=FCA. Now, we find the desired expression by 

using Eq. (B.1) in the last result. 

I _ hm {8(1 t 0 J'iJ 
er - CYJcl0 (l-R)'{;; + T · 

(B.4) 
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From the last equation one can estimate the critical irradiance at which 

FCA=TPA. In our case r=12 ns, t 0 =6 ns, a,c=25xlff18 cm3, and hw=l.17 eV 

which gives Icr= 5 "MW' /cm2• This result is consistent with what we observe ex-

perimentally. Moreover, it supports the argument made in the theory section of 

chapter II that the FCA is important at all intensities that we have used. In 

fact, the FCA becomes the dominant mechanism of attenuation for intensities 

larger than 5 MW /cm2, see the figure bellow. For ~ shorter pulse duration, pi-

cosecond or femtosecond pulses, the critical irradiance can be reduced to, 
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Figure B.l. The maximum effective absorption coefficients due to TPA (/3Ima:,J 
and FCA ( a1;Nmax) as a function of peak input irradiance. This result was cal
culated using the theory presented in chapter IL 



APPENDIX C 

REFRACTIVE INDEX MEASUREMENTS USING A CCD 

1. Introduction 

It is well known m optics that the refractive index of materials can be 

measured by the Brewster's angle experiment. It is usually performed to get a 

quick estimate of the refractive index to about one or two decimal places. The 

technique requires one polished surface and can be done on both transparent 

and opaque materials. At the Brewster's angle, the intensity of the reflected 

light is a minimum since only s-polarized light is reflected. This intensity 

change, as one rotates through the Brewster's angle, can be monitored by eye. 

We have found that by introducing a CCD camera with a laser beam profiler to 

monitor the intensity change, we can isolate the angle close to the resolution of 

the sample rotation stage. By using the relation n = tan BB, the refractive in-

dex is easily found. The uncertainty in the refractive index measurement is 

typically in the third decimal place. 

2. Procedure 

The experimental setup is very simple and can be quickly assembled and 

is shown in figure C.l. Apart from the sample and laser source, the experiment 

requires the following: sample holder, rotation stage, CCD camera connected to 

a laser beam profiler, and neutral density filters to attenuate the beam going 
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Rotation Stage 
Laser I 

----- 1 Pinhol 

!lll.llil :•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:···:·:············· 

Figure C.l. Setup for measuring the refractive index using a CCD camera and 
laser beam profiler. The pinhole is used to align the back-reflected diffraction 
rings. 

into the camera. It is very important to make sure the incident laser beam is 

perpendicular to the sample surface since the Brewster's angle is measured with 

respect to this normal. This can be easily accomplished by aligning the back-

reflected beam with the incident one. However, to be more accurate, we place a 

pinhole concentric with the incident laser beam and close to the laser source. 

We align the back-reflected diffraction rings so that they are properly centered 

on the pinhole. The greater the distance between the sample and the pinhole 

the greater the assurance the beam is normal to the sample. We can therefore 

eliminate (or minimize) the uncertainty in our Brewster's angle measurements 

that comes from initially non-normal beams. The pinhole can subsequently be 

removed or a variable aperture can be used in its place. 

We now carefully rotate the sample and place a card about 10 to 20 cm 

from it and monitor the change in the reflected intensity by eye. Once we ap-

proximately find this angle from the surface normal, we move the CCD camera 

in place. By making small rotational increments, we can see the intensity dip 
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through a mm1mum on the monitor of the laser beam profiler as we rotate 

through the Brewster's angle. This reflected intensity change can be observed 

on the monitor of the beam profiler as a change in the color of the cross-section 

of the beam and also the peak intensity of the beam profile. We can adjust the 

gain and background level on the camera and accurately find the angle close to 

the resolution of our rotation st&ge which is 0.01 °. 

3. Discussion 

The introduction of the CCD . camera along with the laser beam profiler 

makes the dete.ction of the Bre,wster's angle simple to do. The fact that the 

CCD camera has a larger effective detection area than most photodiodes and 

PMT's and the fact that the reflected beam does not have to be centered on this 

area makes the CCD camera a better choice for this experiment. We can easily 

scan through the Brewster's angle without having to adjust the camera position. 

This is particularly advantageous since the reflectivity near the vicinity of the 

Brewster's angle is a very shallow function. · In addition, we can adjust the gain 

and background level on the camera to better isolate the angle. 

We have used this technique to measure the refractive indices of various 

materials. For example, we found the refractive index of a fused quartz sample 

with this method that had previously been measured with the minimum devia

tion technique. At 514.5 nm, the Brewster's angle was found to be 55.63° ± 

0.05° giving a refractive index of n = 1.462 ±. 0.003. This compares quite well 

with the previously measured n = 1.462 ± 0.001. The uncertainty reported is 

larger than that of the minimum deviation technique because we found it hard 

to accurately isolate the Brewster's angle any better than ± 0.05° due to laser 
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fluctuations. The reason for this is that the monitored reflected intensity change 

is the determining criteria for the Brewster's angle. With better laser stability, 

it should be possible to push the uncertainty to± 0.001. 

4. Conclusion 

Although we found a slightly larger uncertainty in our refractive index 

measurements than the standard minimum deviation technique, we can perform 

the experiments relatively quickly. We also avoid the time-consuming sample 

preparation that is needed with the minimum deviation technique since only one 

polished surface is required with the Brewster's angle method. The ease, quick

ness and accuracy with which the experiment can be performed make this an 

attractive method for measuring the refractive index of materials. 



APPENDIX D 

PROGRAM FOR THE THEORY IN CHAPTER II 

PROGRAM Spatial_Temporal (INPUT,OUTPUT,INPUTl); 

CONST 
Y5=0; 
Ei=l.05; 
D=2.6781E+24; {1/2hv} . 
Dl=0.136; 
No=2.84; 
Co=2.99E+ 10; 
Eo=8.8542E-16; 
N2=0; 
Sr=-6E-21; 
PI=J.1415927; 
Ro=0.0215; 
So=50; 
Tp=27E-12; 
Ne=4.3E+ 15; 
Cr=O; 
C=0;{8.3E+7;} 
Z=6; 
t0=0.17; 
tl=0.25; 
A=0.3; 
B=0.022; 
S=25E-18; 
Diff=0.06; 
Lam= 1. 064E-4; 
Refl=0.23; 
Ref2=0. 0025; 

VAR 
N:Array[0 .. 902,0 .. 905) OF Real; 
ph,Iout:Array [0 .. 905,0 .. 905] OF Real; 
Int: Array [ 1.. 7] OF Real; 
F:Array [1..7,0 .. 1505] OF Real; 
NO,NO 1,IO 1,I02,I03 ,I04 ,I05 ,!06, 
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Il l,I12,Il3,Il4,Il5,Il6,SUM,THICK, 
Pl,Xl,Yl,Zl,L,h,hl l,t,rl,r,Al,A2,A4, 
B 1,Io,J o,hl ,h2,h3 ,Z2,E,X,P, Y,Ere,Eim, 
Isp, Theta, Y3,Fen:Real; 
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J,I,M, Q, Q 1, Q3 ,L2, S 1, S2, S3, S 11 :Integer; 
ABLS} 

{LOOP CONTROL VARI-

input 1 :text; 

Procedure RUNGE KUTT A F ; - -
VAR 

Kl,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,G2,G3,G4,GS,G6:Real; 
Begin 
Kl:= h*(B * D* Sqr(IOI) + Y5*2*D*A*I01 - C* (NOI - Ne)

Cr* SQR(NO 1 ))* IE-10; 
G2:=Kl/4; 
K2:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I02) + 2*Y5*D*A*I02 - C*(N01+G2-Ne)

Cr*SQR(N01 +G2))*1E-10; 
G3:= 3*Kl/32 + 9*K2/32; 
K3:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I03) + 2*Y5*D*A*I03 - C*(N0l+G3-Ne)

Cr*SQR(NOI+G3))*IE:.10; 
G4:= 1932*Kl/2197-7200*K2/2197+7296*K3/2197; 
K4:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I04) + 2*Y5*D* A *I04 - C*(NOI +G4-Ne)

Cr*SQR(NOI +G4))* 1E-10; 
G5:= 439*Kl/216-8*K2+3680*K3/513-845*K4/4104; 
K5:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I05) + 2*Y5*D*A*I05 - C*(N01+G5-Ne)

Cr* SQR(NO 1 +G5))* lE-1 O; 
G6:= 2*K2-8*Kl/27-3544*K3/2565+ 1859*K4/4104~11 *K5/40; 
K6:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I06) + 2*Y5*D*A*I06 - C*(NOl + G6-Ne)

Cr*SQR(NOI+G6))*1E-10; . 
NO:= N01+16*Kl/135+6656*K3/12825 + 28561 *K4/56430.0 - 9*K5/50 + 2*K6/55; 

End· 
. ' 

PROCEDURE Bessel; 
VAR A3,V,Jl,J2:Integer; 

F ect, Cra:Real; 
Begin 
IF ABS(2* Al *rl *r)< 5 Then 
Begin 
IF (rl =O) OR (r=O) Then 

Begin 
Jo:=1; 

End 
Else 

Begin 
Jo:=O; 



For V:=O To 10 Do 
Begin 
IF V=O Then 

Begin 
Fect:=l; 

End 
Else 

Begin 
Fect:=l; 
ForJl:=l ToVDo 

Begin 
Fect:=Fect*Jl; 

End; 
End; 

IF Odd(V) Then 
Begin 

A3:=-l; 
End 

Else 
Begin 

A3:=l; 
End; 

IF V=O Then 
Cra:=l 

Else 
Begin 
Cra:=l; {POWER} 
For J2:=l To (2*V) Do 

Begin 
Cra:=(Al *rl *r)*Cra; 

End; {POWER} 
End; 

Jo:=Jo + (A3/SQR(Fect))*Cra; 
End; 

End; 
End 
Else 

Jo:=(SQRT(2/(PI*2* Al *rl *abs(r)))*Cos(2* Al *rl *r-(PI/4))); 
End; 

PROCEDURE SIMPSON; 
VAR 

G:Real; 
Ll,U:Integer; 
Gl:Array [1..1505] OF Real; 
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Begin 
Gl[l]:=F[L2,I] + 3*F[L2,2] + 3*F[L2,3]; 
Ll:=3; 
ForU:=2 To SIi Do 

Begin 
Gl[U]:=2*F[L2,Ll+I] + 3*F[L2,Ll+2] + 3*F[L2,Ll+3]; 
Ll:=LI + 3; 

End; 
G:=O; 
ForU:=1 To SIi Do 

Begin 
G:=G + Gl[u]; 

End; 
Int[L2]:=(3*hl 1/S)*(G + F[L2,3*SI I+ I]); 

End; 

Begin {Main} 
{ Reset(inputl ); 
For i:=1 To 6 Do 
Begin} 
Y3:=l.22*PI/Diff; 

t:=-0.6; 
Sl:=50; 
S2:=50; 
S3:=50; 
rl :=O; 
h:= 1.2/(3 *So); 
hl:=Diff/(3*S1); 
h3:=PI/(3*S3); 
L:=Dl/(3*S2); 
Al :=PI/(Lam*Z); 
A2:=(2 *Pl* Sr)/Lam; 
A4:=80*PI*PI*N2/(Co*No*IE+6*Lam); 
Bl:=2*AI *SQRT(2/(Eo*Co)); 

{ Readln(inputl,Ei);} 
Io:=4*0.85*Ei/(PI*SQRT(PI)*SQR(Ro)*(l.5*t0+0.5*tl)); 
writeln(Io ); 
NOl:=O; 
ForM:=O To 3*S2 Do 

Begin 
N[M,O]:=NOI; 

End; 
For Ql:=1 To 3*S1+1 Do 

Begin {rl} 
{ lfrl=O Then 
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Begin 
P:=1; 

End 
Else 
Begin 
Theta:=O; 
For Q3:=1 To 3*S3+1 Do 
Begin 
F[7,Q3]:=(1/PI)*cos(Theta - Y3*rl *sin(theta)); 
Theta:=theta+h3; 

End; 
L2:=7; 
Sll:=S3; 
hll:=h3; 
STh1PSON; 
P:=SQR(2*Int[7]/(Y3*rl)); 

End; 
Writeln(-rl:5,' ',rl:5,' ',P:15);} 

t:=-0.6; 
NOl:=O; 
For J:=1 TO 3*So+l Do 
Begin {TIME} 

P:=Exp(-2*SQR(rl/ro)); 
IO 1 :=(1-Refl )*P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr(t/tO))); 
102:=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+h/4)/tO))); 
103 :=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+3 *h/8)/tO))); 
104 :=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+ 12 *h/13)/tO))); 
105 :=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+h)/tO))); 
106:=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+h/2)/tO))); 

Ift>=O Then 
Begin 
IO 1 :=O. 5 *(IO 1 +(p*Io*( 1-Refl )*Exp(-SQR( t/tl))) ); 
102:=0. 5 *(I02+(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+h/4)/tl )))); 
103 :=0.5 *(I03+(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+ 3 *h/8)/tl )))); 
104 :=O. 5 *(I04+(P*Io*Exp(-SQR( (t+ 12 *h/13 )It 1))) ); 
105 :=0.5 *(I05+(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+h)/tl )))); 
106 :=O. 5 *(I06+(P*Io *Exp(-SQR( ( t+h/2)/t 1))) ); 

End; 
RUNGE_KUTTA_F; 
N[l,J]:=NO; 
F[ 4, 1]:=N[l,J]; 
F[5, 1]:=101; 
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(**********************************************************************) 



For M:=l To 3*S2 Do 
Begin {REGION} 

Pl:=A+S*N[M,J-1]; 
Xl:=Exp(-(Pl *L)); 
Yl:=l -Xl; 
Zl:=B*Yl/Pl; 
11 l:=(Xl *IOl)/(l+Zl *IOI); 
F[5,M]:=Il l; 
Il2:=(Xl *102)/(l+Zl *102); 
Il3 :=(Xl *103)/(1 +Zl *103); 
Il4:=(Xl *104)/(l+Zl *104); 
Il5:=(Xl *105)/(1 +Zl *105); 
Il6:=(Xl *106)/(1 +Zl *106); 
101:=Il l; 
I02:=I12; 
103:=!13; 
I04:=I14; 
I05:=I15;, 
I06:=I16; 
NOl:=N[M+ l,J-1]; 
RUNGE_KUTTA_F; 
N[M+ l,J]:=NO; 
F[4,M+ l]:=N[M+ l,J]; 

END; {REGION} 
For L2:=4 To 4 Do 
Begin 

Sl 1:=S2; 
hll:=L; 
SIMPSON; 

End; 
Fen:=(4*Refl)/SQR(l-Refl); 
ph[Ql,J]:=A2*Int[4] + A4*Int(5] + (2*PI/(Lam*35))*SQR(rl); 
Iout[Ql,J]:=(1-Ref2)*Il 1;{/(l+Fen*SQR(Sin(ph[Ql,J]/2)));} 
F[6,J]:=Il l; 
NOI:=N[l,J]; 

{ WRITELN(output2,rl:5,' ',t:5,' ',cha_ph[Ql,J]:13);} 
t:=t + h; 

End; {TIME} 
{ Writeln(rl :5,' ',Iout[Ql,225]: 13);} 

{ Sll:=So; 
h 11 :=h * lE-10; 
L2:=6; 
SIMPSON; 
Writeln(output2,rl :5,' ',Int[6]/(12E-9): 13);} 
rl:=rl + hl; 
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End; {rl} 

(**********************************************************************) 
r:=O; {Spatial} 
h2:=0.0015; 
For Q:=1 To 50 Do 

Begin {r} 
For J:=1 To 3*So+l Do 

Begin {TIME} 
rl:=O; 
For Ql:=1 To 3*Sl+l Do 

Begin {rl} 
X:=-Al *SQR(rl) - ph[Ql,J]; 
Bessel; 
22:=Jo*rl *SQRT(Iout[Ql,J]); 
F[l,Ql]:=Z2*COS(X); 
F[2, Q 1] :=Z2 * SIN(X); 
rl:=rl + hl; 

End; {rl} 
For L2:=1 To 2 Do 

Begin 
hll:=hl; 
Sll:=Sl; 
SIMPSON; 

End; 
Y:=Al *SQR(r); 
Ere:=SIN(Y)*Int[l] - COS(Y)*Int[2]; 
Eim:=SIN(Y)*Int[2] + COS(Y)*Int[l]; 
F[3,J]:=(SQR(Ere) + SQR(Eim))*SQR(Bl); 

End; {TIME} 
L2:=3; 
hll:=h*lE-10; 
Sl 1:=So; 
SIMPSON; 
Isp:=Int[3]*(Eo*Co )/(2 *Tp ); 
Writeln(-1 *r:5,' ',r: 11,' ',Isp: 13); 
r:=r + h2; 

End; 
(**********************************************************************) 
(* rl:=O; {Temporal} 

t:=-2; 
For J:=1 To 40 Do 
Begin 

for Ql:=1 to 40 do 



begin 
F[7,Ql]:=2*PI*rl *Iout[Ql,J]; 
rl:=rl+hl; 

end; 
L2:=7; 
Sll:=sl; 
hll:=hl; 
Simpson; 
writeln( outputl,Int[7]: 13); 
t:=t + h; 

End;*) 

t:=-2; 
h2:=0.0050/60; 
For J:=1 To 3*So+l Do 

Begin {time} 
r:=O; 
For Q:=1 To 61 Do 

Begin {R} 
rl:=O; 
For Ql:=1 To 3*Sl+l Do 

Begin {rl} 
X:=-Al *SQR(rl)- ph[Ql,J];{l---->Ql} 
Bessel; 
Z2:=Jo*rl *SQRT(Iout[Ql,J]);{ 1-->Ql} 
F[l,Ql]:=Z2*COS(X); 
F[2, Q 1] :=Z2 * SIN(X); 
rl:=rl + hl; 

End; {rl} 
For L2:=1 To 2 Do 

Begin 
hll:=hl; 
Sl 1:=Sl; 
SIMPSON; 

End; 
Y:=Al *SQR(r); 
Ere:=SIN(Y)*Int[l] - COS(Y)*Int[2]; 
Eim:=SIN(Y)*Int[2] + COS(Y)*Int[l]; 
F[3,Q]:=(SQR(Ere) + SQR(Eim))*r*SQR(Bl); 
{Writeln(r: 13,' ',t* 10: 13,' ',F[3,Q]*(Eo*Co*0.5): 13);} 
r:=r + h2; 

End; {R} 
L2:=3; 
hll:=h2; 
Sl 1:=20; 
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SIMPSON; 
Itp:=Int[3]*(Eo*Co)/(SQR(0.005)); 
Writeln(t* 10: 11,' ',Itp: 13); 
t:=t + h; 

End; 
{ End;}{ file} 
End. 
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APPENDIX E 

PROGRAM FOR THE THEORY IN CHAPTER III 

PROGRAM Fab (INPUT,OUTPUT); 
(*********************************************************************) 
(*This program calculates the output of a Fabry-Perot Etalon assuming the two-photon*) 
(* absorption and the generation of the free carrieres took plase during the first pass *) 
(* through the sample. *) 
(* This Program is written in Pascal *) 
(**********************************************************************) 
CONST 

Y5=0; 
NG=2; 
D=2.6781E+24; {10/\6/2hv} 
Dl=0.136;{0.13562065;} . 
{angle=l.3;} 
Ei=2.3; 
t0=0.5; 
tl=0.8; 
No=2.84; 
Co=2.99E+ 10; 
Eo=8.8542E-16; 
N2=-20E-11; 
Sr=-6E-21; 
PI=3.1415927; 
Ro=0.0215; 
So=50; 
Tp=lOE-9; 
Ne=4.3E+15; 
Cr=0;{5E-1 l;} 
C=8.3E+7; 
A=0.3; 
B=0.022; 
S=25E-18; 
Diff=0.06; 
Lam= 1. 064E-4; 
Refl=0.23; 
Ref2=0.025; 
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VAR 
N:Array[O . .40,0 .. 220] OF Real; 
{ ph:Array [0 . .40,0 .. 200] OF Real;} 
Int: Array [1..7] OF Real; 
F:Array [1..7,0 .. 220] OF real; 
NO,NO 1,IO 1,I02,I03 ,!04 ,I05,I06, 
Il l,I12,Il3,I14,Il5,Il6,SUM, THICK, 
P 1,Xl ,Z 1, Yl ,L,h,h 11, t,r 1,r,A2,A4, 
hl,h2,h3 ,22,E,X,P ,It,Fap,Alpha_ eff,F en, 
GAMA, CHA_ INDEX,Io, Y,Iin,Imax,Ae,Xe,R2,De,Dee, 
N av, wi, t2,N avr, ph,Fr,Ff,Fi,Angle:Real; 
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J,M,Q,Ql,Q3,L2,Sl,S2,Sll,S3,Il,K9:Integer; {LOOP CONTROL VARIABLS} 
outputl :text; 

Procedure RUNGE_KUTTA_F; 
VAR 

Kl,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,G2,G3,G4,G5,G6:Real; 
Begin 

Kl:= h * (B * D * Sqr(IOl) - C * (NOl - Ne)- Cr* (SQR(NOl) + 
NOl *Ne))*lE-8; 

G2:=Kl/4; 
K2:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I02) - C*(N01+G2- Ne)-Cr*(SQR(N01+G2)+ 

(NOl+G2)*Ne))*lE-8; 
G3:= 3*Kl/32 + 9*K2/32; 
K3:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I03) - C*(N01+G3- Ne)-Cr*(SQR(NOl+G3)+ 

(NOl +G3)*Ne))* lE-8; 
G4:= 1932*Kl/2197-7200*K2/2197+7296*K3/2197; 
K4:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I04) - C*(N01+G4- Ne)-Cr*(SQR(NOl+G4)+ 

(NO 1 +G4)*Ne ))* lE-8; 
G5:= 439*Kl/216-8*K2+3680*K3/513-845*K4/4104; 
KS:= h*(B*D*Sqr(IOS) - C*(NOl+GS- Ne)-Cr*(SQR(NOl+GS)+ 

(NOl +GS)*Ne))* lE-8; 
G6:= 2*K2-8*Kl/27-3544*K3/2565+ 1859*K4/4104-11 *K5/40; 
K6:= h*(B*D*Sqr(I06)- C*(N01+G6- Ne)-Cr*(SQR(N01+G6)+ 

(NOl +G6)*Ne))* lE-8; 
NO:= NOl + 16*Kl/135 + 6656*K3/12825 + 28561 *K4/56430.0 -

9*K5/50 + 2*K6/55; 
End; 

PROCEDURE SIMPSON; 
VAR 

G:Real; 
Ll,U:Integer; 
Gl:Array [1..300] OF Real; 



Begin 
Gl[l]:=F[L2,1] + 3*F[L2,2] + 3*F[L2,3]; 
Ll:=3; 
ForU:=2 To Sll Do 

Begin 
Gl[U]:=2*F[L2,Ll+l] + 3*F[L2,Ll+2] + 3*F[L2,L1+3]; 
Ll:=Ll + 3; 

End; 
G:=O; 
ForU:=1 To Sll Do 

Begin 
G:=G + Gl[u]; 

End; 
Int[L2]:=(3*hl 1/8)*(G + F[L2,3*S 11 + 1]); 

End; 

Begin {Main} 
Assign( output 1, 'ed. dat'); 
Rewrite( output 1 ); 

Angle:=O; 
Io:=30; 
For K9:=1 To 1 do 
Begin 

{Dee:=2 *PI*D 1 * SQRT(SQR(N o )-SQR(Sin(PI* angle/180)) )/Lam; 
De:=arctan(sin(Dee)/cos(Dee)); 
writeln(De/PI); } 
{ De:=0.23 *PI; } 

t:=-2; 
Sl:=26; 
S2:= 13; (* * * * *<< < < <<<-------------------* * * * * * * * *) 
S3:=25; 
rl:=0.0; 
h:=4/(3 *So); 
hl :=Diff/(3 * S 1 ); 
h3:=PI/(3*S3); 
L:=Dl/(3*S2); 
A2:=(2 *PI* Sr)/Lam; 
GAMA:=4000*PI*N2/(Co*No ); 
A4:=80*PI*PI*N2/(Co*No* lE-2 *Lam); 

{ Io:=4E-2 *O. 85 *Ei/(PI* SQRT(PI)* SQR(ro )*(( 1 +(1/NG))*tO+(l-(1/NG))*t 1 )); 
Io:=15.4; 
writeln(Io ); } 
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NOl:=0.0; 

ForM:=O To 3*S2 Do 
Begin 

N[M,O]:=NOl; 
End; 

For Ql:=1 To 1 do{3*S1+1 Do} 
Begin {rl} 
t:=-2; 
NOl:=O; 
For J:=1 TO 3*So+l Do 
Begin {TIME} 

P:=Exp(-2*SQR(rl/ro)); 
IO 1 :=(1-Refl )*P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr(t/tO))); 
Iin:=IOl; 
I02:=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+h/4)/t0))); 
103 :=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+ 3 *h/8)/tO))); 
104:=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+ 12 *h/13)/tO))); 
105 :=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+h)/tO))); 
I06:=P*Io*Exp(-(Sqr((t+h/2)/t0))); 

Ift>O Then 
Begin 
IO 1 :=(1/NG)*(IO 1 +(NG-1 )*(P*Io*(l-Refl )*ExP(-SQR(t/tl )))); 
Iin:=IOl; 
I02:=(1/NG)*(I02+(NG-l)*(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+h/4)/tl)))); 
103 :=(1/NG)*(I03+(NG-l )*(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+ 3 *h/8)/tl )))); 
I04:=(1/NG)*(I04+(NG-l )*(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+ 12 *h/13)/tl )))); 
I05:=(1/NG)*(I05+(NG-l)*(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+h)/tl)))); 
I06:=(1/NG)*(I06+(NG-l )*(P*Io*Exp(-SQR((t+h/2)/t 1 )))); 

End; 
RUNGE _KUTTA_F; 
N[l,J]:=NO; 
F[ 4, 1]:=N[l,J]; 
F[5, l]:=(IOl); 
{Writeln(F[5, 1 ]);} 
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(**********************************************************************) 
For M:=l To 3*S2 Do 

Begin {REGION} 
Pl:=A+S*N[M,J-1]; 
Xl:=Exp(-(Pl *L)); 
Yl:=1 - Xl; 
Zl:=B*Yl/Pl; 
111:=(Xl *IOl)/(l+Zl *IOI); 
F[5,M+ 1]:=(Il 1); 



112:=(Xl *I02)/(l+Zl *I02); 
113:=(Xl *I03)/(l+Zl *I03); 
114:=(Xl *I04)/(l+Zl *I04); 
115:=(Xl *I05)/(l+Zl *I05); 
116:=(Xl *I06)/(1 +Zl *I06); 
IOl:=Il 1; 
I02:=I12; 
I03:=Il3; 
I04:=I14; 
I05:=I15; 
I06:=Il6; 
NOl:=N[M+l,J-1]; 
RUNGE_KUTTA_F; 
N[M+ 1,J] :=NO; 
F[ 4,M+ 1]:=N[M+ 1,J]; 
{F[7 ,M+ 1 ]:=SQR(F[ 5,M+ 1 ]); } 

END; {REGION} 
For L2:=4 To 5 Do 
Begin 

Sl 1:=S2; 
hll:=L; 
SIMPSON; 

End; 
{ph:=A2*Int[4] + A4*Int[5]+De;} 

{ Iout[Ql,J]:=(1-Ref2)*Il l;} 
Nav:=Int[4]/Dl; 
ph:=2 *PI*D 1 * SQRT(SQR(No+(Sr*Nav))-SQR(Sin(PI*angle/180)))/Lam; 
R2:=SQRT(Refl *Ref2)*Exp(-(A+S*Nav)*Dl); 
Ae:=1/SQR(l-R2); 
Fr:=(PI* SQRT(R2))/(1-R2); 
Ff:=1; 
Fi:=(Fr*Ff)/SQRT(SQR(Ff)+SQR(Fr)); 
Fen:=( 4/SQR(PI))* SQR(Fi); 
Fap:=Ae/(1 +Fen* SQR(Sin(ph))); 
It:=(1-Ref2)*Il 1 *Fap; 
CHA_ INDEX:=GAMA *Int[ 5]/D 1 +Sr*Nav; 
Alpha_eff:=B*Int[5]/Dl+S*Nav; 
F[6,J]:=Il 1; 
NOl:=N[l,J]; 
Wi:=A2*(B*D*Int[5]-c*Int[4]);{when do this we should have SQR(F[5j])} 
{ If j=7 6 then 
Begin} 

WRITELN(outputl,t* 10,' ',F[4, 1]: 15); 
{ end;} 
t:=t + h; 
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End; {TIME} 
{ WRITELN(outputl,rl:10,' ',It/Iin:13,' ',Nav:13);} 
rl:=rl + hl; 

End; {rl} 
Io:=Io+2; 
End; 
Close( output!); 

END. 
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APPENDIX F 

PROGRAM FOR THE THEORY IN CHAPTER IV 

PROGRAM Efficiency_ Grating (INPUT, OUTPUT); 
(**********************************************************************) 
(* This program calculates the Scattering Efficiency of a Gaussian beam from a volume *) 

(* grating formed by two Crossed Gaussian Beams.*) 
(* This Program is written in Pascal *) 

(**********************************************************************) 

CONST 
Thickness=0.1; 
We=0.01; 
Wp=0.01; 
Lam_e=465.8E-7; 
Lam _p=465.8E-7; 
Th_e=2; 
Ne=l.57; 
Np=l.57; 
Alpha_p=O.O; 
Alpha_e=O.O; 
Si=15; 
Sj=30; 
Sk=lOO; 

VAR 

{ Sample thickness in cm } 
{Waist Of The Write-Beam} 
{Waist Of The Read-Beam} 
{Wavelength Of The Write-Beam} 
{Wavelength Of The Read-Beam} 
{Half The Crossing Angle In Air} 
{Index Of Refraction For Lam_e} 
{Index Of Refraction For Lam_p} 
{ Absorption coefficient of the probe beam} 
{ Absorption coefficient of the pump beam} 
{Number of panels in the y-direction} 
{Number of panels in the x-direction} 
{Number of panels in the z-direction} 

Int: Array [1..10] OF Extended; 
F:Array [1..10,1..600] OF Extended; 
{I_S:Array [1..100, 1..100] OF Real;} 
eff,Ke,Kp, Th _p,A,Al,A2,A3,B,B 1,B2,C,Cl,D,h,hl l, 
h_ z,h _ xl ,h _y,Le,Lp,S,S 1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S 10, Te, Tp,X,Xl, Y,Z,Z 1,Alpha:Extended; 
I,J,K,M,L2,S 11 :Integer; 
Outputl :text; 

(**********************************************************************) 
PROCEDURE SIMPSON; {This procedure uses Simpson 3/8 rule to calculate Integrals} 
VAR 

G:Real; 
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Ll,U:Integer; 
Gl:Array [1..1200] OF Extended; 

Begin 
Gl[l]:=F[L2,l] + 3*F[L2,2] + 3*F[L2,3]; 
Ll:=3; 
ForU:=2 To Sll Do 

Begin 
Gl[U]:=2*F[L2,Ll+l] + 3*F[L2,Ll+2] + 3*F[L2,Ll+3]; 
Ll:=Ll + 3; 

End; 
G:=O; 
ForU:=l To Sll Do 

Begin 
G:=G+ Gl[u]; 

End; 
Int[L2]:=(3 *hl l/8)*(G + F[L2,3 * S 11+ 1 ]); 

End; 
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(**********************************************************************) 

Begin {Main} 
Assign( output 1, 1cd. dat'); 
Rewrite( output 1 ); 
Alpha:=Alpha_e; 
S6:=Alpha_e + (Alpha_p/2); 
Z 1 :=(Thickness/2)+0.0000000001; 
Le:=Lam_e/Ne; 
Lp:=Lam _p/Np; 
Te:=Th_e*PI/(Ne*l80); 
Tp:=Te*(Lp/Le); 
{ writeln(Tp ); } 
Ke:=2 *PI/Le; 
Kp:=2*PI/Lp; 
A:=(2/SQR(We)) + (1/SQR(Wp)); 
Cl:=2*Ke*Te - Kp*Tp; 
S:=(2*SQR(Te)/SQR(We)) + (SQR(Tp)/SQR(Wp)); 
S3 :=0.5*Kp* SQR(Tp ); 
h _z:=Thickness/(3 * Sk); 
h_xl:=2*(1.2*Wp)/(3*Sj); 
h_y:=2*(1.2*Wp )/(3 *Si); 
Y:=-1.2*Wp; 
Forl:=1 To 3*Si+l Do 

Begin {LOOP OVERY} 
Xl:=-1.2*Wp; 
For J:=l To 3*Sj+ 1 Do 

Begin {LOOP OVER X} 



X:=(Xl-Zl *Tp)/(1-0.5*SQR(Tp)); 
Z:=-Thickness/2; 
ForK:=1 To 3*Sk+l Do 

Begin {LOOP OVER Z} 
B:=PI/(Lp*(Z-Zl )); 
Al :=SQR(A) + SQR(B); 
A2:=SQR(B)* A* SQR(Y)/ Al; 
A3:=SQR(A)*B*SQR(Y)/Al; 
D:=(2*Tp*Z/SQR(Wp))-(0.5*Tp*Alpha_p); 
C:=Cl - 2*B*X; 
Bl:=(B*SQR(X))+(2*A*C*D+B*(SQR(D)-SQR(C)))/(4*Al); 
B2:=(A*(SQR(D)-SQR(C)) - (2*B*C*D))/(4*Al); 
S4:=Bl+A3+S3*Z; 
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IF Z > (We/Te) Then {To ignore the pump beam absorption if the sample} 
Begin { thickness is larger than that of the grating } 

Alpha:=O; 
End; 

Sl:=(0.5*Alpha*(2-SQR(Te))) + (0.25*Alpha_p*(2-SQR(Tp))); 
S5 :=B2-A2-S * SQR(Z)-S 1 *Z; 
F[l,K]:=(A*Cos(S4) - B*Sin(S4))*(Exp(S5)/A1)*(1/(Z-Z1)); 
F[2,K]:=(B*Cos(S4) + A *Sin(S4))*(Exp(S5)/Al)*(l/(Z-Zl)); 

{ Writeln(outputl,Z: 13/ ',F[2,k]:20);} 
Z:=Z+h_z; 

End; {LOOP OVERZ} 
(**********************************************************************) 

For L2:=1 To 2 Do {Start integration over z} 
Begin 

hll:=h_z; 
Sll:=Sk; 
SIMPSON; 

END; 
F[3,J]:=(SQR(Int[l]) + SQR(Int[2])); 
Writeln(outputl,Y: 13,' ',Xl: 13,' ',F[3,J]:20); 
Xl:=Xl + h xl; 

END; {LOOP OVER X} 
(**********************************************************************) 

L2:=3; {Start integration over x} 
hll:=h_xl; 
Sll:=Sj; 
SIMPSON; 
F[ 4,I]:=Int[3]; 
writeln(outputl,Y: 13,' ',Int[3]: 19);} 
Y:=Y+h_y; 
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END; {LOOP OVERY} 
(**********************************************************************) 

L2:=4; {Start integration over y} 
hll:=h_y; 
Sll:=Si; 
SIMPSON; 
Sl0:=2*SQR(Lam_p)*SQR(Lam_p*Np*Wp); 
Eff:=(PI*SQR(PI)*2*Int[4]*Exp(-S6*Thickness))/Sl0; 
writeln('The efl7SQR(index-change) is----> ',Eff: 19); 

Close( outputl ); 

END. 
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